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Successful Elks Charity Benefit Dinner Now Planned As An Annual EN
A bountiful buffet of more var-
ieties of delicious foods than any-
one could have possibly sampled
. . . a big, congenial crowd full of
the gaiety of the holiday season
. . . a stirring address by an able
speaker who held the audience
spellbound for over a half hour
. .. all of these contributed to the
outstanding success of the first
Elks charity benefit dinner last
Friday night at the Park Terrace.
It was such an enjoyable affair,
the local lodge members stated,
that it will surely become an an-
nual event of each Christmas sea-
son in Fulton from now on.
Tom Waller, Paducah, noted
speaker, lawyer and recent Presi-
dent of the Kentucky Bar Asso-
ciation, delivered an after-dinner
address, being introduced by mas-
ter of ceremonies Dr. IL V. Put-
nam.
"I believe God put in the heart
of every human being a feeling
of obligation for what somebody
does for him," Mr. Waller said, in
commenting on everyone's de-
pendence on others for essential
set-vice from birtli on through life.
He mentioned. number of the
things for which we are indebted
to others, such as the building- of
churches and schools, of roads and
hospitals, the bridging of streams,
the establishment and preserva-
tion of law and order, and added
that we often "have little time to
waste ot think over the thousands
•
Voice Of America Planning
Banana Festival Broadcast
The Twin Cities' Banana Fes-
tival earned its "international"
title Wednesday. The Voice of
America, a State Department
radio show, broadcast all over
the world will feature the ac-
tivities of the festival and perti-
nent facts about the banana in-
dustry in a five-minute tape
soon. Milton Metz, of WHAS-TV
in Louisville, the American
correspondent for Voice of
America has contacted a festival
official for material to be incor-
porated in the broadcast.
Beaming its programs for
listening primarily behind the
Iron Curtain and other anti-
American countries, the Voice of
America attempts to show the
citizens of those countries the
American way of life. "Your
Banana Festival, showing the
vigor and enthusiasm of your
people, is just the type of pro-
grams we seek to prove the
American spirit of free enter-
prise arid imagination," Mr.
Metz told the Fulton, News edi-
tor.
Mr. Metz had planned to tape
a "live" interview with the
Fulton editor, with the inaugura-
tion of Governor Edward T.
Breathitt as a background, but
technical arrangements could
not be arranged for Monday.
However, the special Banana
Festival edition of the News,
with other facts connected with
the local phase of the banana
industry has been sent to the
Louisville correspondent for in-
corporation in the script.
The famed radio and televi-
sion commentator Edward R.
MUITOW, is head of the Voice of
America broadcast committee.
Dr. Pickering
Honored With
Medical 'Post
.. Dr. Paul P. Pickering, former-
ly of Fulton, Ky., was elevated
to the office of Secretary General
of the American Society of Plastic
and Reconstructive Surgeons at
the Recent Third International
Congress of Plastic Surgery in
Washington D. C.
Dr. Pickering is the son of Paul
P. Pickering, Sr., of Fulton and
San Diego, and the nephew of
Clarence Pickering, Mrs. B. F.
Evans, Mrs. H. B. Dezonia, Roy
Pickering and Mrs. W. G. Eldred,
all of Fulton.
Dr. Pickering graduated from
Fulton High School, class of 1930,
and attended the University of
Kentucky, and graduated from
the University of Tennessee and
the University of Chicago with
degrees of B. S., M. S., D. D. S.,
and M. D.
Dr. Pickering, recent past Pres-
ident of the California Society of
Plastic Surgeons resides in La
Jolla, California and maintains
offices in San Diego and La Jolla.
Southern Ends
Plane Service
To Union City
Quietly and without fanfare,
regular airline Service to Union
City has ended. Southern Airways
brought its Nashville-bound air-
liner into Everett-Stewart airport
at 2:20 p. m. and the last plane,
bound for Memphis, left at 8:44
last Friday night
Southern Airways was directed
by the Civil Aeronautics board a
few weeks ago to end its stops, as
of Dec. 1, in Union City, Dyers-
burg and Paris in West Tennessee,
Clarksville in Middle Tennessee
and Morristown in East Tennes-
see.
Union City and the other cities
were required to board an aver-
age of no fewer than five passen-
gers daily under the CAB's "usie-
it-or-lose-it" clause. Local officials
said the poor schedule provided
the Union City area by the air-
line made it impossible for Union
City to measure up to the CAB
requirements.
Shop Local stores FIRST
Sam Siegel
Honored For
Heart Drive
Sam Siegel asked about 80 West
Tennessee bankers to take the
lead in raising $200,000 for the
1964 West Tennessee Heart Fund.
Dr. Lamb B. Myhr of Jackson,
predicted a life span of 10 years.
Bankers responding to the idea,
began the initial effort for the
1964 drive with $4,000.
Jim Alexander, state treasurer,
is state heart chairman. He and
Mr. Siegel were honored at the
Siegel home November 19.
Dr Blair Erb, internal medicine
and chest specialist of Jackson,
discussed heart research. He is
president-elect of the West Ten-
nessee Heart Association. Hance
Lassiter, attorney of Huntingdon,
was toastmaster.
CHRISTMAS SPIRIT
The South Fulton Booster Club
will distribute Christmas baskets
to needy families of South Fulton
on December 24. Residents are
requested to cooperate by leaving
donations on their front porches.
They will be picked up on De-
cember 22. Money contributions
may be left at the City Hall.
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of years, the oceans of blood, the
mountains of treasure, and the
millions of lives required to give
you these things to enjoy."
He continued by saying that we
awe to those that are coming the
same service rendered to us before
we came.
"I owe to my children and
g-rand-children—and you's, too,—
a wider road, a leveler road, a
safer road, and bigger and better
bridges."
Mr. Waller both opened and
closed his remarks with a refer-
ence to Cain's question, 'Am I my
brother's keeper?", saying that
the eternal answer is, "I am."
In the photos above taken at in-
tervals as the crowd came through
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the buffet line are seen (from
left): Mrs. and Mr. Lawson Roper,
Mrs. and Dr. Ward Bushart, Mac
and Faye McNatt, unidentified
young man, John Joe and Mrs.
Campbell, Mrs. and Mr. Ward
Johnson And Mrs and Mr. Max-
well McDade. (Additional pic-
tures on page 4).
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Bad Check Season Is On!
Special Precautions Asked
This is the seas-on for, among other things, bad
check artists, and merchants of the area are being warn-
ed to be on the look-out for bogus check passers.
While there appears to be no
evidence that any "epidemic" is
on, merchants are asked to take
precautions for special identifica-
tion from unknown persons ask-
ing that checks be cashed for
them. It is pointed out the techni-
ques used are fairly standard and
should serve as warnings to pos-
sible victims. These clues follow:
1. The bad check passer almost
always makes a negligible pur-
chase in an effort to get a sub-
New Column On
Editorial Page
A new column, Major Points
(and Minor, too) will be found on
the Editorial Page of today's
News.
The column is by Gordon M.
Quarnstrom, for many years a
newspaperman. He has resided in
the Pacific Northwest and on the
East Coast and at present lives in
Chicago. He is widely traveled and
writes extensively on many topics.
His column can be expected to
include philosophy and humor.
witty poems, notes on travel and
safety, as well as timely informa-
tion and advice on a wide variety
of topics.
Contributions are welcomed
from readers, but Quarnstrom em-
phasizes there will be no mention
of religion or politics. If you have
an item you believe he may be
able to use (remember, this col-
umn will be used by papers in
other areas and a number of
states) please send them to Ma-
jor Points, % Quarnstrom at
Skokie Blvd., Skokie, Ill.
stantial amount of money in
change.
2. They usually dress in the
mode of the usual customers of
the store.
3. They almost always appear
during rush hours or when the
merchant has' syveral customers
in the place of 4siness.
4. Several adopt some personal
feigned peculiarity that will at-
tract notice and divert attention
from their face and general ap-
pearance.
5. They're usually "big talk-
ers," with a line of "talk" that
somehow inspires confidence in
them.
The help of the public and in
particular of retailers is requested
in thwarting the practice and the
arrest and prosecution of persons
engaged in it.
Merchants are asked to check
carefully the identification of per-
sons submitting checks and to
write the number of their driver's
licenses, rather than their names,
on the checks. The numbers are
more usksful in tracing the identifi-
cation.
Post Office Announces
Holiday Schedule Time
For the convenience of its pat-
rons, the Fulton post office will
remain open on the following
schedule before Christmas.
Saturday, December 14th - 8
a. m. to 4:30 p. m.
Monday, December 16th through
Friday, December 20th - 8 a. m.
to 5 p. m.
Saturday, December 21st - 8
a. m. to 4:30 p.
Don't Forget
To Give Issue
For Christmas
Have you bought your copy
of the Banana Festival supple-
ment to the Fulton County
News? If you haven't you'd
better get one today.
The picture
-packed edition,
published last week is being
sent to every corner of the globe
and the delight at having such
an edition is pleasing home
folks everywhere.
You can get extra copies of
the Banana Festival supplement
at di Fulton News office for
just 25 cents. For an extra five
cents per copy the News will
mail them for you. Edmond
Khourie will ago have a supply
of them this week.
Don't you think that it would
be a good idea to enclose a
Banana Festival supplement in
that package .you send away
from here for Christmas? Think
of it . . . a Christmas present
and photos of the home folks
too! All of them saying "Merry
Christmas" from the "Banana
Crossroads of America."
Garden Department
Meets Friday 13th
The regular meeting of the
Home and Garden Department
will be held Friday, December 13,
at the Woman's Club. Dessert will
be served at 1:30, preceding the
program.
Mrs. F. D. Phillips will present
slides of Christmas decorations in
colonial Williamsburg and there
will be a display of hand made
Christmas gifts and decorations.
TO MEMPHIS MEETING
Charles Thomas, Carr Elemen-
tary Principal, and Mrs. Leonard
Allen, represented the Fulton City
Schools at a meeting of the South-
ern Association of Colleges and
Schools in Memphis December
1-5.
Breathitt, Waterfield Plan
Program For 75,000 Jobs
Gov. Edward T. Breathitt Jr. announced Tuesday ap-
pointment of Lt. Gov. Harry Lee Waterfield as chair-
man of the Economic Development Commission in the
Commerce Department.
In his first news conference as governor, Breathitt
said, "Both Waterfield and I intend to devote intensive
effort to the goal of developing 75,000 new jobs for Ken-
tuckians and of increasing Kentucky's per capita in-
come."
Waterfield will succeed former
Lt. Gov. Wilson4 Wyatt as chair-
man of the commission, establish-
ed by former Gov. Bert Combs.
Breathitt also made these an-
nouncements:.
1. He will meet Saturday with
several leaders in the tobacco in-
dustry "far a calm, thoughtful
discussion of tobacco and its prob-
lems."
2. He will establish an Invest-
ment Management Division in the
Finance Department to review,
manage and make recommenda-
tions on the state's long-term in-
Mother Of Joe Weaks
Dies In Paducah
Mrs. Joe Weaks, Sr., died in
Lourdes Hospital in Paducah on
Friday, December 6. Funeral ser-
vices were held December 8 in
Churchill Funeral Hone in Mur-
ray, with burial in Murray.
Surviving are four sons, Joe
Weaks, Jr., of Fulton, an employee
of the Fulton County News, Rob-
ert Weaks and Morris Weaks of
Detroit, George Weaks of Mur-
ray; two daughters, Mrs. Ruth
Egger of Allen Park, Mich., and
Mrs. Carolyn Birdsong of Detroit.
She was the grandmother of Mrs.
Martha Lacewell and Miss Bonnie
Weaks, both of Fulton.
New And Old, Joy And Sadness, Hope, Future. - - - Inauguration Day
There is an aura of something
old and something new about the
inauguration of a new governor.
There's that feeling of happiness
and those pangs of sadness.
There's that deep felt resolution
to "keep the ties that bind" old
friendships and the hope that the
auspicious day brings new friends
and other long lasting associations.
There can be no doubt that all
these things passed through
others' minds as fast moving jets
streamed colorful smoke signals
along the parade route. In some
kind of rhythm with the beat-
beat of the drums, memories
formed vividly as the parade
wended its Way to the reviewing
stand, where the riew governor
sits in hope and the out-going
governor relaxes in retrospect.
Were these things not true, the
industrialist and the coal miner,
the general and the private, the
"boss" and the "clerk" would not
stand side by side each four years
to bid farewell to a proven
"man of distinction" and say hello
to a dedicated, new leader.
Until last Saturday I had not in-
tended to go to the inaugural day
ceremonies of Edward T. "Ned"
Breathitt and Harry Lee Water-
field. With Christmas near at
hand, guests coming for the holi-
days and a busier than usual time
at the News office, I had dispens-
ed with any notion of going. At
least, those are thte reasons I gave
myself. I think the reasons were
purely sentimental. The reason
for the changed plans resulted
from sentimental emotions on the
parts of others, too.
A family of perf2ctly wonderful
people, with whom I have had
such a long, pleasant and devoted
friendship for more than a de-
cade, invited Paul and me to an
inauguration day breakfast at the
Governor's residence. Bert and
Mabel Combs (I can drop the
formalities now) said that the
breakfast was planned for "some
people we want to say an especial
goodbye to." When close friends
put an invitation that way, not
sentiment, not duty, not chilly
weather nor leaden skies should
stand in the way.
Yet, all of them would have
conspired had not Hugh and Ann
Fly and Barbara and Duck Smith
come to the defense of our invi-
tation by dropping what they
were doing to drive me up there.
Paul, as he is wont to db. declined
the invitation with his usual kind
remark, "somebody has got to
mind the shop." Barbara could
not rearrange her schedule, so
late Monday afternoon the four-
some took off for Frankfort. I
shall be forever grateful to them
for their consideration and their
thoughtfullness in making it pos-
sible for me to enjoy "that some-
thing old and something new ex-
perience" at the Governor's resi-
dence.
I arrived at the Residence a lit-
tle earlier than the appointed hour
to help Mabel pack items that she
could not possibly send away un-
til the final hour. Going upstairs,
I found both Bert and Mabel in
some kind of diplomatic dilemma.
Surveying the situation for a few
minutes, I soon learned that a crisis
had developed in guest room num-
ber nine. With patrolmen, ser-
vants and other members of the
staff scurrying around looking
for keys, I joined in to help, but
the situation took a carpenter, not
an editor.
Mrs. Wallace Barren, the wife
of the governor of West Virginia,
was "more than a little frantic"
as she tried desperately to open
the closet door. She had slammed
it a little too hard and the lock
jammed. There she was in her
house coat, and her inauguration
day finery locked in the closet.
Her husband was "confined" to
the bathroom while Governor
Combs found a worn, old bathrobe
to hand him while the door was
being taken off the hinges in a
desperate move to get them cloth-
ed before the other guests arrived.
Nobody, but nobody, knew a
short while later that such dis-
tinguished guests almost missed
the inauguration of their close
friend, Ned Breathitt.
Other governors who were
guests at the breakfast were Gov-
ernor Terry Sanford of North
Carolina and Governor Harold E.
Hughes of Iowa. Mrs. Sanford,
vivacious ,charming and dynamic,
is a Christian County native and
an old-time friend of Governor
and Mrs. Bretathitt's. It was a
special day for her to see her fel-
low Christian Cotmtian achieve
such a high honor.
But Mrs. Sanford was not the
only beaming Christian Countian
(Continued on page fool
debtedness.
3. He will establish early in
his administration a commission
on economy and efficiency in
state government. Breathitt also
made public memorandums he
sent to state department heads
asking for a review of all policy-
making personnel's jobs not cov-
ered by the merit system.
Waterfield, also at the news
conference, accepted the appoint-
ment to the commission. He will
not be paid for the post.
Breathitt said the governor's of-
fice would work closely with the
Commerce Department and the
commission "and interested citi-
zens throughout the common-
wealth to move Kentucky's econ-
omy ahead."
Home Tour Is
Something New
For Christmas
The Business & Professional
Women's Club has come up with
something new in Fulton. On Sun-
day afternoon, December 15, from
2 to 5 p. m. the Club will sponsor
a tour of six homes in the Twin
Cities decorated for the holiday
season. Tickets may be purchased
from any member of the club for$1.00 or at any of the homes on
the tour.
The following homes will be in-
cluded: Mr. and Mrs. Gilson Latta,313 Third Street, decorated by
Scott's Floral Shoppe; Mr. and
Mrs. I. M. Jones, 106 Central, by
Mac & Fay Flower Shop; Mr. and
Mrs. Mansfield Martin, Deep-
wood, by Killebrew's Flowers and
Gifts; Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mc-
Morries, Frankie Lane, by Mr.
McMorries; Mr. and Mrs. Claude
Crocker, Highland, by Mrs. Crock-
er; Mr. and Mrs. Bertes Pigue,
308 Third Street, by Joy Lynn
Flower & Gift Shop.
Homes may be visited in any
order and refreshments will be
served at the Pigue home. Mem-
bers of the club will assist in ser-
ving as hostesses. Arrangements
provided by the various florists
will be priced for the information
of those visiting the homes.
GUEST SPEAKER
W. L. Holland, superintendent of
the Fulton city schools, was guest
speaker in Murray on December
3, when members of the Murray
High School football teem were
honored at the annual banquet
given by the Junior Chamber of
Commerce.
Shop Local Stores FIRST
City Commission, School Board Should Work
To Review Property Assessments Next Year
In a front page story last week
the News reported the concern among
school leaders for local school boards
to increase the maximum rate of
property assessment in order to ob-
tain more tax revenue with which
to operate their respective systems.
The maximum rate is now $1.50 per
hundred dollars of assessment. The
school officials, through their Ken-
tucky Education Association, are
seeking to raise the rate to $2.00 per
hundred.
While the matter of increasing
the maximum rate must be decided by
the General Assembly, the average
local taxpayer may find it hard to un-
derstand why such action is needed
on the local level when ever increas-
ing amounts of State and Federal
revenue continue to be appropriated
for educational purposes.
In discussing -the matter with
various school administrators and of-
ficials we find the answer fairly simp-
le. While we have no intention of
casting any aspersions on the integ-
rity or ability of local tax assessors, it
is obvious that while the ratio of prop-
erty values in most communities in
America remains fairly stable, even
decreasing in many instances, the
cost of maintenance and operation of
school systems continues to spiral up-
ward.
The situation appears to be in
some kind of a stalemate. The increas-
ed "outside" help is funneled into
funds to meet the increasing costs,
while the local revenue is used to
take care of the bare necessities of
operation. Under these circumstances
school admixistrators are constantly
in the perilous predicament of "rob-
bing Peter to pay Paul" with no sur-
plus money for expansion or unfore-
seen replacements and repairs.
From our point of view it ap-
pears that the time is long past due
for militant and courageous action on
the part of local school people to de-
mand a review of property assess-
ments on the local and county level.
The office of tax assessor, being an
elective one, is hardly the place to look
for a correction of- the problem. If
there is one thing a voter remembers
more clearly than anything about a
candidate at election time, it's the in-
cident where perhaps the office-hold-
er's action cost a few extra dollars a
year in tax money.
This is not to indicate that the par-
ticular office-holder is derelict in his
duty to assess the property, com-
mensurate with other propety of sim-
ilar value. It's just that, we're in a
vicious circle. The widows, pension-
ers, and low income property owners
feel that they are carrying the tax bur-
den, while their more affluent neigh-
bors get something of a "free ride."
The "able to pay more" group refuses
to increase its assessment until it
feels that the assessment is in line
with the property owned by similar
."able-to-pay" groups.
And on and on it goes!
Educational leaders have come a
long way in creating an awareness
of the problems that face their school
systems where teachers' salaries and
student requirements are concerned.
They are fully capable of explaining
their needs and the great need for
more local tax revenue.
A new City Commission takes
office in Fulton next month. We hope
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that a sensible, equitable review of
our property assessment is top on
their agenda. We think that it is not
beyond the realms of reason for all
civic and cultural groups, working
closely with city and school officials
to bring property assessments into
line on a voluntary basis without the
necessity of a costly, sometimes in-
conclusive appraisal made by profes-
sional evaluators.
In connection with the increased
assessment rate the News received
this release recently from the Ken-
tucky Education Association. It is
self-explanatory.
The executive secretary of the
Kentucky Education Association has
called for an all-out effort to give lo-
cal boards of education the authority
to improve the quality of education
through the right to levy higher
school taxes. Writing editorially in
the current issue of the association's
official publication, Dr. J. M. Dodson
says this is essential if local school
boards are to "have the opportunity
to provide the school program that is
wanted and needed."
Dodson cites the KEA's 1964 Leg-
islative Program as being designed to
provide "more quality in our educa-
tional programs." He says that one
point in that program is particularly
important: "Permit school boards to
increase local tax rates beyond pres-
ent maximums, with provision that
reduced assessment ratios will have
no adverse effect on local school sys-
tems."
He goes on to quote specific
points in the legislative programs of
the Kentucky School Boards Associa-
tion and the Kentucky Congress of
Parents and Teachers which call for
essentially the same action.
He concludes from this that the
three groups most concerned and in-
formed on school needs—teachers,
parents, and administrators—are in
agreement on the importance of this
action. "If anyone should know what
needs to be done to improve schools,"
he reports, "these groups should."
As Dodson points out, the KEA
has been in the forefront for many
years of the struggle to bring Ken-
tucky schools up to the level of those
in adjoining states. These efforts, in
cooperation with other groups inter-
ested in better schools, resulted in the
establishment of the state's Minimum
Foundation Program and its adequate
financing.
As the Legislature originally
created it, the Foundation Program,
according to Dodson, had two pur-
poses:
(1) to guarantee a minimum pro-
gram in every school system, regard-
less of the local ability to support
schools; and
(2) to make it possible to go be-
yond the minimum in any school sys-
tem where the people wish to do so.
He reports that increased financ-
ing by the state, especially through
the sales tax, has brought about a
drastic increase in the minimum pro-
gram,-with no increase in the requir-
ed local contribution. However, in-
creasing costs of instructional mater-
ials cnd reduced assessment ratios
VP reduced the amount available to
the local board of education to put
the "quality" into the local program.
Dodson replies to the argument
that the people in a school system can
hold a referendum and "vote" a tax
rate beyond the present maximums
with this rebuttal: "The general pub-
lic is much more ready to accept a
program which already is in effect
than they are one which is put to
them as a possibility when and if a
tax increase is approved. Or, to para-
phrase an old saying, 'a bird in the
hand' is much more real and under-
standing than 'a bird in the bush."
He concludes with a call to teach-
ers and others during the next few
months "to bring forth the light of
understanding on this problem, and
to develop public acceptance of the
idea that local school boards must
have the opportunity to provide the
school program that is wanted and
needed."
100 Years Ago This Week
An historical review of the Civil War day by day in
•
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"What's this I hear about you arranging a 20-year
mortgage on your house, Montmorency?"
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tucky, as reviewed by the Kentucky Civil War Commission
By JOE JORDAN
One hundred years ago this week
the Kentucky legislature passed
a resolution asking President Lin-
coln to order an official inquiry
in the case of Maj. Gen. Thomas
L. Crittenden of the Union Army,
a Kentuckian. The legislators
charged he had been "most un-
justly" relieved of command. His
corps had been routed by the
Confederates at the Battle of
Chickamauga in September.
A contemporary described Crit-
tenden as having a "thin, staring
face and hair hanging to his coat
collar—a very wild-appearing
major general, but quite a kindly
man in conversation." He was a
son of the Kentucky statesman,
John J. Crittenden, who had died
during the previous summer. A
brother, George B. Crittenden,
had entered the Confederate
Army and also attained the rank
of major general.
(Later, a court of inquiry would
clear Thomas L. Crittenden, thus
confirming the opinion of the
legislature. After% the war, he
would continue to/ serve in the
Regular Army until his retire-
ment in 1881.)
"A further impressment of Ne-
groes was made in this city on
Sunday evening last," said the
Lexington Observer and Reporter.
"As the congregation of one of
their leading churches was dis-
missed . . . a body of soldiers im-
pressed the men, young and old,
and marched them to the office
of the Provost Marshal, whence
they were sent to one of the jails
• . . The object, it was stated, was
to secure more labor for the mili-
tary roads." The newspaper,
which had taken a bold stand for
the preservation of the Union
from the very beginning of the
national crisis, said if the policy
of taking all able-bodied men for
military purposes were continued,
it might well be asked how the
people could support the women
and children and the "aged and
decrepit" men who were left.
"The whereabouts of John Mor-
gan seems to be as much a con-
troversial point now as when he
was in command of his Rebel fol-
lowers," the Lexington paper re-
ported. It ran a reprint of a story
in a Cincinnati paper which said
a squad of Cincinnati detectives
had missed Morgan by only two
hours at Leesburg, Ky. The Con-
federate general, who had escaped
Federal custody in Ohio, was rid-
ing "in a buggy, with a female,"
and was accompanied on horse-
back by two of the Confederate
captains who had fled prison with
him, according to the detectives.
A final paragraph said: "P. S.
Since the above was written,
there is a report that Morgan and
the two captains have been taken."
The Observer and Reporter,
however, quoted a letter received
from "a highly respected gentle-
man of Cumberland County."
Writing from Marrowbone, Ky.,
he said: "Gen. John H. Morgan
and five of his officers have just
passed through our little town, en-
route for Tennessee, to cross the
river at Mud Gap. They dismount-
ed and warmed at the fire, in-
quired for Yankees first, and then
for whiskey and Hostetter's Bit-
ters. They rode all night. They
seemed in a great hurry."
MAJOR POINTS
AND MINOR, TOO
By Gordon M. Ouarnstrom
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It's about time: To begin plan-
ning for Christmas.
The Home Comfort and Adver-
tisers' Delight is filled with gift
suggestions.
And the kids are beginning to
get excited.
This will be a quiet holiday
around our house . . . with both
children married and 2,000 miles
away, there won't be the usual
batch of presents under the tree
and the usual merriment during
Christmas week.
This is a wonderful time of
year to remember relatives and
old friends . . . with a personal
letter, or a note inside a greeting
card.
Ever notice how much more
personal a card becomes when an
old friend puts a little bit of news
and a handwritten 'thinking of
you" note inside?
Holiday time should be Safe
Driving time for everyone . . .
holiday happiness can be spoiled
for everyone through someone's
carelessness.
Speaking of driving, we heard
the other day of a Chicago insur-
ance man who was hit head-on
by another car which swerved out
of its lane when both were going
about 60 mph. Driver of the other
car was thrown out and killed.
The insurance man had heeded the
warnings of the Allstate Safety
Crusade and was wearing his
seat belt. He did get a cut when
his chin hit the steering wheel,
but otherwise he was unhurt.
The moral: Wear your seat belt
whenever you're behind the
wheel!
And remember INTERVAL .. .
keep a proper distance from the
car ahead.
Apt newspaper names: Orange
(N. J.) Blossom, Bird Island
(Minn.) Call, and Bountiful
(Utah) Harvest. —From Jean
Keys, Washington, D. C.
_THEN THERE'S another new
idea—that of solving the global
population exposion by colonizing
the other planets. Its described by
State Department Official Rich-
ard Gardner as "curing overpopu-
lation by artificial dissemination."
An Evanston, Ill., hotel, The
Georgian, and the long-famed
Multnomah Hotel in Portland,
Ore., favorites of travelers for
many years, are about to become
homes for elderly people . . .
changing times have brought
changes in many hotels . . . one
favorite in Concord, N. H., was an
old folks home when we last
visited there . . . and one in
Frankfort, Ky., has been remodel-
ed into a bank!
Things I Like: The downtown
sidewalk phone booths in Salt
Lake City and Cincinnati . . so
convenient! . . . the view of the
Royal Gorge Bridge from the spot
the Rio Grande RR train makes a
10-minute sightseers' ..stop . . .
dramatically beautiful- . the
Garden of the Gods at Colorado
Springs, Colo ... such spectacular
examples of Nature's sculpture! ..
Jokes, short pomes end other
contributions cheerfully accepted
. • . send to me at 7447 Skokie
Blvd., Skokie, Ill.
It's about time: To get at those
Christmas cards.
Aunt Minnie ... Uncle Ted . . .
Cousin Fred . . .
So many relaitves . . . and so
many friends to remember!
At our house there's always a
last-minute addressing rush . . .
as well as a package-wrapping
and mailing rush.
This year it's gonna be dif-
ferent. .. we always keep telling
ourselves.
AT LOW ANNIVERSARY PRICE!
•
The ENDERLET • Nodal 5520
Contemporary lo-boy styling—gralned Walnut
color or grained Mahogany color—or Early
AM•fiC11171 styling In genuine Maple veneers sad
select hardwood solids.
2 GREATEST
DEPENDABILITY
FEATURES IN
COLOR TV
HANDCRAFTED Chassis
The handcrafted, hand-
wired, handsoidered
chassis means greater
dependability and fewer
service problems.0 GOLD VIDEO
GUARD TUNER
for longer TV life. Fea-
tures 104 16-carat gold-
Filled contact points
which are virtually im-
pervious to wear and
oxidation.
7-DAY FREE HOME TRIAL!
ROPER TELEVISION
206 MAIN ST. PHONE 207
Greenfield Monument Works
In Operation 11 Years
• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
* Open Sunday Afternoons •
Fulton
Call 124
J. B. MANESS & SONS Greenfield
Greenfield, Tenn. AD 5-2293
Telephone
Talk,
BY
JIM CHAMPION
YOUR SOUTHERN BELL MANAGER
This Christmas Save Time and Effort!
Let Your Fingers Do the Walking...
Shop the Yellow Pages Way!
This Christmas save yourself time, steps, effort.
Shop first in the Yellow Pages. Look under the handy
headings for the items you want. Find out fast who
sells them ... where their
stores are located. And for
ether gift ideas check the ads.
That's the Yellow Pages—your
most complete shopping guide
of all.
Smart Shoppers
Look First in the
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Postmaster Treas In Good
Advice To Early Mailing
Faced with the certainty that
Christmas 1963 will set an all-
time record for mailings of
Christmas cards and gifts, Post-
master Joe Trees today requested
public cooperation in his annual
"Mail Early For Christmas" cam-
paign.
The postmaster <—'4 these are
the things to watch to be sure
that every Christmas card and
gift package will be delivered be-
fore, Christmas Eve:
TO HELP PROTECT
THE "PRIME OF UFE"
You've been hoping for a for-
mula like this—with extra po-
tency to support a positive sense
sf well-being and mental alert-
ness. ft pinvxles important lipo-
tropes, as well as the more com-
plete vitamin-mineral protectioa
desirable for the mature adult.
GERIATRIC
capsules
CITY MUG CO.
FULTON, KY
First, check over your Christ-
mas card and gift list very care-
fully to be certain each address
is complete wilh full name, street
and number, city, state and zone
or ZIP Code number.
Second, stock up soon on
sturdy packing materials for your
gift packages, including heavy
wrapping paper,. corrugated car-
tons, strong cord and paper ad-
hesive tape.
Third, buy your postage stamps
now. Be sure to use the colorful
new five cent Christmas tree on
your cards.
Fourth, procure free labels from
your post office which read "ALL
FOR LOCAL DELIVERY" and
"ALL FOR OUT-OF-TOWN DE-
LIVERY," so that you can sort
your Christmas cards into two
groups, _with addresses all facing
one way, thus insur:-g fast de-
livery.
Fifth, be sure that your full
name. ' address is on all Christ-
mas card envelopes and shipping
labels an be doubly sure to in-
clude the ZIP Code number in
your return address.
Mr. Treas especially requested
that Christmas mailings be sched-
uled so that all cards and gift
packages going to most distant
points are mailed by December
10th. Those for local destinations
should be mailed at least a week
before Christmas, he added.
DR. LYLE R. BEHRENDS
CHIROPRACTOR
311 1-2 Main St. Fulton, Ky.
TELEPHONE 2118
HOURS: 8:30-12:00-1:00-5:00
WANTED -- MEN 21 TO 50
TO BE TRAINED NOW FOR
MEAT PACKING INDUSTRY
Livestock buyer, plant foreman trainee, merchandising,
U. S. lay meat inspection and other higher paying jobs.
We prefer men having some high school, interested in a
secure career in this important growing industry now.
Write name, age, address, why you feel you should be
considered for trainee opportunity now.
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF MEAT PACKING
Box 485, Fulton, Ky.
ATKINS, REAMS and TAYLOR
FOE TOM
• FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
• FARM LOANS
OFFICE PHONE 5 MS MAIN STILKET
FULTON, El/MUCKY
TAKE YOUR PICK!
'clITLED is BOND
BOTH
NOW
4.55
4/5 QUART
$2.85 I $1.45
PINT I 1/2
 PINT
$45.75 Cass of Fifths
GLENMORE
4 Pi DA 
LABEL
aD
BOND
100 PROOF
SILVER LABEL
6YEAR OLD
STRAIGHT
90 PROOF
DISTILLED AND BOTTLED BY (KENMORE DISTILLERIES COMPANY, Loutsviut-ownaeota IIINTLICKV
THE DANCING GIZILS AT THE LIONS MINSTREL in "banana plantation" costume were (from left)
Faye Harwood, Sally Pirtle, Carole Pigute and Mary Elizabeth Mitchell. Jimmy Warren, interlocutor,
(white coat, center) obviously enjoyed the perform ance as well as the audience. Photo courtesy Gard-
ner Studio.
JOE GRAVES delighted Lions Club minstrel fans at last month's show
with a vocal specialty. Photo Courtesy Gardner's Studio.
Federal Employment Tax For 1963
Reduced For Certain Employers
Under legislation approved by
the President on May 29, 1963, the
rate of Federal unmployment tax
for the calendar year 1963 was re-
duced from 3.5 percent to 3.35
percent. The reduced rate will ap-
ply to wages pa!i on or after
January 1, 1963.
Internal Revenue Service ex-
plained that the Federal unem-
ployment tax is imposed on each
employer who has four or more
employees on at least one day in
each of 20 weeks in the calendar
year. The tax applies to the first
$3,000 paid during the year to
each employee. The amount of
Federal unemployment tax pay-
able by the employer Is reduced
by credits for his contributions in-
to State unemployment funds. Re-
turns for the Federal unemploy-
ment tax, Form 940, are due an-
nually on or befc.:c.• January 31 of
each year.
Internal Revcnue Service stated
that the reduction in the rate of
Federal unemployment tax has no
effect on the employer and em-
ployee (social security) taxes un-
der the Federal Insurance Con-
tributions Act which are imposed
on employers of on, or more in-
dividuals and their employees.
Light-footed coteifort n
soft, supple leather
-oaita &RA
E',07071TY
Comfy(' Slippers
AA - B
5-10
Bone Only
FRY'S SHOE STORE
LAKE STREET FULTON
11
LEHNION KILZER was a featur-
.41 soloist at the Lions Club
-fret in Fulton last month, and
also performed both evenings at
the beauty pageart. Photo court-
esy Gardner's.
75 CAM'S FOR YOUTHS
PARKERSBURG, W. Va.—At
least 75 special camps are being
used in West Virginia as part of
a state program to educate 40,000
youngsters, age 12 to 18, in con-
servation.
•1•14 alP a. %Ana
CLARICE SHOP
Is Ready for You to Come in and
Make Your Selection of
CHRISTMAS GIFTS
You May Use Our Lay-A-Way Plan!
Shop While We Have a Nice Selection!
• PURSES
• COATS
• GLOVES
• BLOUSES
• HOSE
• SKIRTS
• DRESSES
• SUITS
• JEWELRY
• LINGERIE
• SWEATERS
• ROBES
• BOXED GIFT LINENS
NUMEROUS OTHER ITEMS
CLARICE SHOP
a
a
300 Main Street Phone 265
AtellitIlitASOUPSX0,14070X0 70 ES NO 70 7•3170 RC MO EOM EX EN 3b.
•
•
ii
AA - B
5 - 10
•
The magic
of the Orient
captured in
wit a.
"BANGKOK"
Comfy Slippers
BLACK
MING BLUE
WHITE
FRY'S SHOE STORE
LAKE STREET
9e*4 Pontiac
Here's why you'll like it.
Here's why you'll tell other people you like it.
Wide-Track, for instance. Wide-Track is what
does away with tilting your way around turns.
Pontiac's smoother, quieter ride is another
thing you might point out. A big 389-cubsc-
inch Trophy V-8 is standard in each and
every Pontiac. You get to choose from 34
engine/transmission teams to harness all that
power. (Happy choosing!)
Now then—on to more of the things that
FULTON
'
make the '64 Pontiac so thoroughly likeable.
Frankly, we couldn't think of anything radical
to do with this car. Oh, we made the styling
even more stylish, as you can plainly see.
We lavished even more care on the interiors.
We even improved the light bulbs. But as for
more vital things, why change? Improve, re-
fine, sharpen— yes. Change— no. And you
can tell that to your friends.
SEE THE ONLY DEALER WHO SELLS THE WIDE-TRACK CARS—YOUR AUTHORIZE) PONTIAC DEALER
KING MOTOR COMPANY, INC
101 West State Lino South Fulton, Tenn.
MORE RANDON PHOTOS FROM ELKS CLUB CHARITY DINNER: (from left) Attorney Tom Waller, guest speaker o the evening, stops a minute to chat with his old friend Dr. Glynn Bushart ... Dr. Dan Crocker and Mr. Waller, Mattie Rice
and Mrs. Shelton Owens, Mrs. R. V. Putnam and Mrs. Tom Waller, Dr. R. V. Putnam, Mrs. Waller and Mr. Waller.
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NOTEBOOK-
4ConUnued from Page One)
at the breakfast, or at the in-
auguration for that matter. Dr.
and Mrs. D. M. Clardy, with their
host and hostess Dr. and Mrs.
Branham Baugham, were among
those with whom I chatted. Mrs.
Clardy is a sister of Doris Wiley's
and she asked that I say "hello"
to Doris, which I have already
done.
The breakfast alone was worth
every effort I made to get to
Frankiort for inauguration day.
How nice it was to reminisce with
Wendell Ford and his lovely lady
from Owensboro, with Arm and
Bob Martin, now of Richmond
86 PROOF
KENTUCKY
TAVERN
Taste what extra age can do—
taste
that flavor
through
and through!
KENTUCKY TAVERN
AMERICA'S BEST PREMIUM BOURBON, PROUDLY PRESENTED BY GLENMORE 01ST.
COMPANY, LOUISVILLE-OWENSBORO, KENTUCKY. 8-YEAR-OLD KENTUCKY STRAIGHT
BOURBON WHISKEY, 86 PROOF, ALSO AVAILABLE IN 100 PROOF BOTTLED-IN-BOND
where he is the distinguished Dr.
Martin and the president of East-
ern State College; with former
Governor Lawrence Wetherby
and his wife, Helen. I marvelled
again at the fairest lady of Ken-
tucky politics, Mrs. Ruby Lafoon
of Madisonville, who was there
with her daughter. Mrs. Lefoon is
nearly 85 and looking her usual
charming self.
Mary K and Louis Cox were
there, with each greeting to their
friends a warm and enthusiastic
one. The Clarence Maloneys of
Hopkinsville, the Bill Youngs of
Frankfort, the Wilson Wyatts, and
others had some special event to
remember, some special story to
tell of the friendships of the past
four years.
Of course, the soon-to-be in-
augurated governor and the lovely
new first lady Frances were there,
as were the soon-to-be inaugurat-
ed lieutenant-governor and his
charming wife, Laura. It was my
pleasure to be breakfast partners
of the Waterfields. We talked a
great deal about west Kentucky
and the bright future all of us
envision with two great leaders
of a State who claim this section
as their homes. On my right was
Betsy May, whose energetic hus-
band Bill was having animated
conversation with some of our
other old friends, the Pat Sulli-
vans of Frankfort. Mr. Sullivan is
an old-time Frankfort resident and
he delighted us with some of his
memories of past inagurations.
While the thirty odd guests
were enjoying the traditional Ken-
TRAINLOAD PRICES
on Farmall and International
706 and 806 Tractors
4414.90441484111M11044.44 4
4gin
Your present tractor
will never be worth more
Make pre-season savings by trading now for a Farmall or
International 706 or 806 Tractor, the new Hard-Pull High
Speed 'Il-actors that are engineered and built to provide:
1. Completely balanced capabilities in all power, power train,
and power-using parts of the tractor.
2. Adequate weight plus proper weight distribution for maxi.
mum traction under all conditions.
3. Instant and effortless control of both tractor and imple•
ments for high-speed profitable operation.
COME IN TODAY...
TERMS AVAILABLE
Match Payments To Your Income
PAUL NAILLING IMPLEMENT COMPANY
314 WALNUT STREET
tucky breakfa.st of country ham,
and all the trimmings, as they
say, I took time out to say good-
bye to some people who were at
the Residence the very first day
that the Combs family got there,
and who have served the family
devotedly and well for these past
four years. For Ernest and Carl
and Robert and the other servants
inauguration day had a special
meaning. They too, would be
leaving to pursue other endeavors.
Governor Breathitt has asked the
police contingent at the Residence
to stay on with the new first fam-
ily. The Patrolmen seemed more
than delighted at the new assign-
ment.
As one writer said:
l'.The weather was chilly, a bit
on the raw side, even. The sun
came out feebly shortly after the
parade started at 10' a. m., and
snow melted in expanses exposed
to it. A low but persistent cold
wind punished those who came
garbed too lightly."
It was a sweet kind of "punish-
ment. It was the sharp nudge of
tomorrow where the old order
changeth to the new.
And Governor Breathitt sum-
med up the awe-inspring events
of the day when he said:
"This is not a day of exultation. .
of triumph . . . of unseemly re-
joicing. This is a clay of soul
searching . . . a day of dedica-
tion."
In departing Lorn his office
Governor Combs said:
"I do not expect to stand here
again; and, being only human, I
look back today and wonder how
history will judge us and our
deeds, how well we have kept the
faith, how Kentucky has fared un-
der our stewardship."
I think his record answers Gov-
ernor Combs' question far better
than historians can write it.
Apt group names: A cackle of
housewives, a snort of drinkers,
a crunch of snowshoers.—Del Put-
nam of Daytona Beach.........
HOSPITAL NEWS
ADD HOSPITAL .... .....
The following Were patients in
the Fulton Hospitals on Wednes-
day, December 11th:
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Mary Evans, Mrs. Joe Harrison,
E. C. Hawkins, Mrs. Birds Gar-
vey, Ernest Willey, Mrs. James
Hazelwood, Mrs. Laura Elliott,
Billy Simrell, Mrs. Emma Butts,
Mrs. Lucy Roberts, Lula Mae
Thorpe, Maureen Bransford, Mr.
and Mrs. Homer Croft, Fulton;
Dorothy Rose, Mrs. Carlton Clark,
Dave Winfrey, South Fulton; Mrs.
Edna Bradley, Herman Vaughan,
Ricky Taylor, Water Valley; Mr.
and Mrs. Johnny Thompson, Ben-
ton; Mrs. Harold Jones and baby,
Crutchfield; Roy Anderson, Win-
go.
JONES HOSPITAL
Mrs. Irene Boaz, Hershel Cash-
ion, Darlene Roberts, Mrs. Jewell
Thompson, Mrs. James Rafferty;
A. 1-1. Clark, Wingo; Mrs. Charity
Shanklin, Dresden; Tim Lush,
Cayce; Mrs. S. A. Jones, Route 4i-
Hickman; Hugh Eddington, Route
Hickman.
FULTON HOSPITAL
Mrs. Myrtle O'Bryan, Mrs. Vick-
Henderson, Mrs. Ben Holland,
Mrs. J. H. Harrison, Tom Ken-
nedy, Mrs. Willie Stark, Lynn
Holloway, Fulton; Mrs. J. E.
Mansfield, Mrs. Odell Travis,
Sandra Toone, South Fulton; Del-
bert Clark, Route 3, Fulton; Ches-
ter Murrell, Route 4, Fulton; Mrs.
Joe Terrell, Route 5, Fulton; Re-
becca Clark, John Finch, Route 1,
Wingo; V. A. Bowden, Mrs. V. A.
Bowden, M. E. Vincent, Mrs. Bill
Brown, Dukedom; Arlie Morris,
Water Valley; Guy Yates, Route
2, Water Valley; Mrs. Frank Lee,
Clinton; Mrs. Marvin Burkett,
Mrs. J. V. Myatt, Route 1, Clin-
ton; Mrs. Harvey Sublett, Sr.,
Cayce.
CHRISTMAS THRIFT SALE
FANCY
ACETATE
BRIEFS
100% NYLON
SHADOW PANEL
GIFT SLIPS
Thrift
Priced
at Only
She'll love one of these exquisite
nylon tricot knit slips that are so
easy to care for . . . never need
Ironing. 4-gore styles with sha-
dow panel front . . . also pretty
lace trimmed styles. Sizes 32 to
42 . . . extra sizes 44 to 46.
— White — Red — Black
$2.99
SMOOTH QUALITY ACETATE
TRICOT
SHADOW PANEL SLIPS
'V Choice of lace trimmed and tailor-
ed styles at a law, low price. Sha-
dow panel front. White or black in
sizes 32 to 44. Excellent gift idea
. . . and so inexpensive, too!
Smooth quality, run-resistant ace-
tate lavishly trimmed with lace,
applique or embroidery. Black,
red, white and pastels.
49c
2.99
TRICOT KNIT
GOWNS
Trimmed With
Lace and Overlay
ACETATE TRICOT
Waltz and Long Lengths
$1.99
NYLON TRICOT
WALTZ LENGTHS
$2.99
Lovely gift for any lady. Machine
washable . . . need no ironing.
Choice of pretty pastel colors in
shades of blue, pink, maize and
mint.
Warm, Comfortable Gift Slipped
A Wonderful Way To Say
"Merry Christmas"
Choose from many styles at one
thrifty low price! Any lady on
your list will thrill to a pair of
these giftworthly slippers. Assort-
ed colors .. . sizes 4 to 10.
2.99
Thrifty -- Priced Women's Dusters
Choice of quilted acetate tricot,
estron-acetate fleeces and nylon
chiffon overl-ay. Smart looking
styles in pink, blue, ombrte and
multi-stripes. Sizes 10 to 18.
11...•. 111=11 JIM • MI .111111 MINIM MINFIIIIIIC.11111117111•111k
3." to 8.99
PR.
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CHERRIES
Coupon Expires Dec. 15, 1963'
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Free 50 s & H GREEN
STAMPS
With This Coupon & Purchase of
6 - 303 CANS PRIDE of ILL.
CORN
Coupon Expires Dec. 15, 1963
erelLACI .1kise Mggi r:43, 2535 " MSS
Free 50 S & H GREEN
STAMPS
With This Coupon & Purchase of
3 LB. JAR SWIFTS
PEANUT BUTTER
Coupon Expires Dec. 15, 1963
il .f.cyltiLLA — 
S&H GREEN STAMPS
BONUS BUY SALE — 1,250 BONUS
STAMPS WITH THE COUPONS IN THIS
AD. BE SURE TO CLIP 'Di SAVE AT - - -
PIGGLY WIGGLY
E
Free 100 S&HGREENSTAMPS
With This Coupon & Purchase of
3 LB. PKGS.
GROUND BEEF
Coupon Expires Dec. 15, 1963
HUNTS
v314* PEACHES 4-28 oz. Cans $1..00
I.EAN & MEATY
NECK BONES  Lb. 19c
. 
SMALL LEAN
PORK RIBS  Lb. 39c
Minute Steaks 'F'ort.2.:: $1
Wt-4Wt-4
Free 50 s & H GREEN11 PORK CUTLETS
With This 
Coupon
& Purchase of FAT BACK3, 4-oz Cans Vacuum - Pack
PECANS
Coupon Expires Dec. 15, 1663
STAMPS -
Free 50 s & H GREEN
STAMPS
With This Coupon & .Purchase of
QUART JAR MISS LIBERTY
MAYONNAISE
Coupon Expires Dec. 15, 1963
=a,
Free 50S&H
With This Coupon &
2 JARS GRIFFIN'
SYRUP
GREEN
STAMPS
Purchase of
S WHITE
Coupon Expires Dec. 15, 1963
Free 50 s & H GREEN
STAMPS
With This Coupon & Purchase of
2 - 1 LB. PKGS.
WALNUTS
Coupon Expires Dec. 15, 1963
Free 50 s & H GREEN
STAMPS
With This Coupon & Purchase of
4 - 303 CANS SWIFTS
TAMALES
Coupon Expires Dec. 15, 1963
MIME. JIM=
Free 50 S & H
With This Coupon & Purchase of
4 CANS KELLY'S
CHILI
SLAB BACON First Cut
WHITING FISH 5 Lb. Box 75c
PORKROP!MUSAGE __ 3 Lb. Pkg $1.00
PINEAPPLE 5 - 16 oz. Cans $1.00
  
Lb. 59c
 Lb. 19c
__ Lb. 33c
OLD FASHION
BOLOGNA Chunk Style
SLICED
PORK LIVER 
Lb. 29c Coupon Expires Dec. 15, 1963
AreimriMiziam11111101111Fliiii-
Lb. 19c
00 S&H GREEN
STAMPS
With This Coupon & Purchase of
3 LB. PKG. SLICED
SMOKED JOWL
Coupon Expires Dec. 15, 1963
FRUIT COCKTAIL 3 - 28 oz. Cans $1.00
SUN SET GOLD
BISCUITS
DELMONTE
MIR MI NW Ilt7M """
Free 100 S&H STAMPS
GREEN
With This Coupon & Purchase of
ANY
TURKEY
Coupon Expires Dec. 15, 1963
MIN NMI MI 1111111 s 111111 L J CAM Mat
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Free 100 S&H aREENAmps
With This Coupon & Purchase of
ANY
HAM
Coupon Expires Dec. 15, 1963 I
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CATSUP 6-14 oz. Bottles $1.0C
Free 100 S&H GREENSTAMPS
With This Coupon & Purchase of
8- LIGHT BULBS
RAT TRAP
HOOP CHEESE  Lb. 49c
STREAK-O-LEAN
SALT MEAT Center Cut Lb. 29c
HAMBURGER MEAT 3 Lb. Pkg $1.00
GIESIIA SLICED
SLICE PINEAPPLE 4-20 oz. Cans $1.00
•inowdrift !..1 69c
CHASE & SANBORN
COFFEE 1 Lb. Can 59c
HERSHEY CANDY 24 Bars to box 99c
CAMPFIRE
saw Coupon Expires Decdr. 15, 1963
 MARSHMALLOWS_ _ _ _ Lb. Bag
MIR MNI 1111919 ,13111161111111r
Free 50 S & H GREENSTAMPS
With This Coupon & Purchase of
SUN GOLD
POTATO CHIPS CE MILK
29c
SWIFT'S LUNCHEON
PREM 3 - 12 oz. Cans $1.00
SWIFTS
CHOP HAM 312 oz. Cans $1.00
SUNMAID RAISINS 2 Lb. Bag 591
Free 50 s & H GREENSTAMPS
With This Coupon & Purchase of
ANY
BEEF ROAST
Coupon Expires Dec. 15. 1963
ARGO FANCY WIIOLE
GREEN BEANS ____ 6- 16 oz. Cans $1.0(
1.61
C:C =
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Star -v., 
HUNT PEACHES ___ 5-15 oz. Cans $1.0(
25 - Lb. Bag
DAIRY BRAND
BOILED CUSTARD al. 48c
LADY ALICE
ALL FLAVORS
Coupon Expires Dec. 15, 1963 PECANS Stuart 3 Lb. Bag $1.00
MI
TUBE TOMATOES Lb. Tube 19c
WE CASH PAYROLL CHECKS
.P ggivy
WASHINGTON DELICIOUS
APPLES ___ _ Large Size Doz. 59c
TANGERINES  Doz. 39c
203 SO. BROADWAY SO. FULTON
ACRES OF FREE PARKING — PRICES GOOD THRU DECEMBER 15, 1963
Free 50 s & H GREEN
STAMPS
10- MINUTE STEAKS
Coupon Expires Dec. 15, 1963 /
Free 50 S & H GREEN
STAMPS
With This Coupon & Purchase of
20 LB. BAGS
RED POTATOES I
Coupon Expires Dec. 15, 1963
rail OM Mg lin min 111111 IN an di
'ICING BIRD SALMON 1 Lb. Can 59(
MIN _S._ PRI MP
Free 50 s & H GREEN ISTAMPS
With This Coupon & Purchase of
1 Doz. Washington Delicious
APPLES
Coupon Expires Dec. 15, 1963
INSTANT COFFEE PLYMOUTH 6 oz. 79
rwp prr "vs ny, wy =-• r-r-
Free 50 s & H GREEN
STAMPS
With This Coupon & Purchase of
10
-oz. Jar Plymouth Instant
COFFEE 1
Coupon Expires Dec. 15, 1963
our alk 'as oil Ina 111/41111Pla
News From Our
Boys In The
SERVICE
FORT KNOX, KY.—Army Na-
tional Guard Pvt. Ray E. Yates,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Sam H. Yates,
908 Marr St., Hickman, Ky., com-
pleted an eight-week food service
course under the Reserve Forces
Act program at The Armor Cen-
ter, Fort Knox, Ky., Nov. 15.
During the course, Yates receiv-
ed instruction in the preparation
and service of food in Army mess
halls and from mobile mess equip-
ment in the field.
The 18-year-old soldier attend-
ed Fulton County High School.
U. S. FORCE', GERMANY —
Army Pfc. Clentis D. Turnbow,
19, son of Mrs. Lola G. Turnbow,
Hickman, Ky., was assigned to the
517th Medical Company in Ger-
many, early this month.
Turnbow, a clerk in the com-
pany, near Bad 1Creuznach, enter-
ed the Army in July 1962 and
completed basic training at Fort
Knox, Ky.
He attended Fulton County
High School and was employed by
the Ritz Theatre before entering
the Army.
WILLIAMS AFB, Ariz. —Staff
Sergeant Ray P. Wilson of May-
field, Ky., haa arrived here for
duty with an Air Training Com-
mand unit.
Sergeant Wilson, an aircraft
maintenance instructor, came
here from an assignment at West-
over AFB, Mass.
The sergeant is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Wilson of Rt. 3,
Mayfield. He is married to the
former Mary Frances Roberts,
daugtiter of Mr. and Mrs. A. B.
Roberts, 206 Jackson St., Fulton,
Ky.
Sergeant Wilson, a graduate of
Melber, (Ky.) High Sckool, en-
tered the service in 1952.
USS DYESS — James R.
Downs, Jr., comrnissaryman third
class, USN, son of Mr. and Mrs.
James R. Downs, Sr. of 821 Fair-
view Ave., Fulton, Ky., is serving
aboard the radar picket destroyer
USS Dyess, homeported in Char-
leston, S. C.
• Dyess recently returned from a
tour of duty with the Sixth Fleet
in the Mediterranean.
KENNEDY MEMORIAL
DAY IS URGED
HARRISBURG, Pa.—The Pen-
nsylvania Senate adopted a re-
solution Monday urging Congress
to set aside Nov. 22 as President
Kennedy Memorial Day.
Come have a week-end of
in Louisville!
lir In addition to wonderful shopping
opportunities, Downtown Louisville offers
a thousand diversions and entertainments,
these days.
Study the partial list at the right. And,
for that business convention or meeting
you're planning, don't forget the "NEW"
Brown Theatre * Churchill Downs and
its fabulous Kentucky Derby Museum *
Art Museums * Zachary Taylor's home
* General Electric's enormous Appliance
Park—great distilleries and cigarette fac-
tories, at which visitors are welcome * A
full-scale Planetarium * The Ohio River
and the tremendous locks around the Falls
* The wonderful new downtown Conven-
tion Center—featuring athletic events,
exhibits, etc., continuously *
' Plan an expedition to Louisville—and
make your Headquarters at either the
"New" Brown or the "New" Kentucky.
Both have been greatly refurbished—are
more luxurious and more comfortable than
ever!
Tit& Weil,'"
BROWN HOTEL
Fourth at Broadway • Telephone JU 4-1311
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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Nov. 28-30—New York Theatre, "Mary
' 
Mary." BrownTheatre, 8:30 P.M. Matinee, 2:30 P.M., 30th.Dim 3 & 4—Louisville Orchestra, Elisabeth Schwarzkopf,Soprano, guest soloist. Brown Theatre, 8:30 P.M.Matinee, 3:00 P.M., 4th.
Dec. 11 & 12—Kentucky Opera Association, "The Abduc-tion From The Seraglio," Mozart Opera, BrownTheatre, 8:30 P.M.
Dec. 13, 14 & 20—High School Basketball. ConventionCenter. Ahrens vs. Louisville Country Day at 7:30P.M.; Trinity vs. Eastern at 9:00 P.M. on the 13th.Shawnee vs. Bishop David at 7:30 P.M.; Trinity
vs. Lexington Dunbar at 9:00 P.M. on the 14th.Trinity vs. Caldwell County at 7:30 P.M.; DeSales
vs. Central at 9:00 P.M. on the 20th.
Dec. 16-21—New York Theatre, "Camelot." Brown The-etre, 8:30 P.M. Matinee, 2:30 P.M., 18th and 21st.Dec. 26 & 27—Trinity Invitational Basketball. ConventionCenter. Competing teams will be Male, Central,Owensboro Senior, Daviess County, East Hardin,Breckinridge County and Olive Hill. Times un-known at this date.
Jan. 3 & 4—High School Basketball. Convention Center.Trinity vs. t at 7:30 P.M.; DeSales vs. CovingtonCatholic at 9:00 P.M. on 3rd. DeSales vs. NewportCatholic at 7:30 P.M.; Trinity vs. Owensboro Sr.
at 900 P.M. on 4th.
Jan. 6-8—New York Theatre, "Stop The World-1 Want ToGet Off." Brown Theatre, 8:30 P.M. Matinee, 2:30P.M.
' 
8th.
Jan. 17, 24 & 25—High School Basketball. ConventionCenter. Lexington Catholic vs. Trinity at 7:30 P.M.;Lexington Dunbar vs. DeSales at 9:00 P.M. on17th. Trinity vs. Seneca at 8:45 P.M. on 24th.Trinity vs. Waggoner at 8:45 P.M. on 25th.Jan. 18—Basketball, U. of L vs. Georgia Tech. Conven-tion Center, 3:30 P.M.
Jan. 20, 21, 22—New York Theatre, "Beyond The Fringe."Brown Theatre, 8:30 P.M. Matinee. 2:30 P.M., 22nd.Jan. 30-Feb. 1—New York Theatre, "Who's Afraid Of Vir-ginia Woolf?" Brown Theatre, 8:30 P.M. Matinee,2:30 P.M., Feb. 1.
Apr. 16, 17 & 18—New York Theatre, "Never Too Late."Brown Theatre, 8:30 P.M. Matinee, 2:30 P.M., 18th.
Tit&Wew-
KENTUCKY HOTEL
Fifth at Walnut • Telephone JU 7-1181
NEW CHEVELLE
The kind of comfort you'd
expect in a large interior.
Conn on down and sit In It.
BY CHEVROLET
The kind of fresh styling—Inside and out—
that makes it the year's smartest surprise.
Come down and stare at it.
The kind of go-6 or V8—you'd expect
from one of Cheyy's great highway
performers. Come on down and drill' Mis
New Chevelle Malibu Sport cow
Now—Chevy spirit in a new kind of car!
We built this one to do more than just stand around
looking beautiful. Held its weight down in the 3,000-
pound range. Then built four lusty engines—two sixes
and two V8's—with output all the way up to 220 horses!
And if that makes you think this is one frisky car,
you've got the right idea.
You've also got a roomy car here. Yet its 115-inch
wheelbase keeps it highly maneuverable in
traffic and very easy to park.
With its Full Coil suspension, it's got a ride
that reminds you of the Jet-smooth kind the
way it muffles noise and cushions bumps.
And the fine hand of Body by Fisher craftsmen shows
op beneath this one's suave good looks, too.
Sound good? There's more. Like the fact that Chevelle
comes in three series with eleven models—convertibles,
sport coupes, sedans, wagons, even Super Sport models
with front bucket seats. Like the fact that (and see if
this isn't one of the nicest surprises of all) the
new Chevelle comes at an easy-to-take pOcel
Like to hear more? The listening's wonderful
at your Chevrolet dealer's—and so's the driving.
*Optional ca extra well
CHEVROLET
See five entirely different kinds of cars at your Chevrolet Showroom—CHEVROLET, CHEVEI1E, CHEVY H, CORVAIR 8 CORVETTE
TAYLOR CHEVROLET - - BUICK, INC.
104 East Fourth Street Fulton Phoses 311. lk
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Retirement Plan For Farmers
Last year Congress made it
possible for farm people to enjoy
the privileges of a retirement plan
and for other self employed per-
sons. The new law passed known
as the Tax Retirement Act of
1962, is one that permits you to
set aside part of your earned in-
come each year. For many years
people who work in the city have
enjoyed fringe benefits that in-
cluded retirement plans and now
our farm people may have the
privilege of doing the same for
themselves and their workers.
There have been reports on the
law in various publications but
only recently were the main regu-
lations made available and for
that reason, I felt the need for re-
porting on it at this time. It is a
complicated law and professional
advice should be received before a
decision is made.
As to those who may partici-
pate; any self employed farmer
who has "earned income". Th law
states that income must be a ma-
terial income - producing factor
such as investments in land, live-
stock, and machinery. Earned in-
come can be no more than 30%
of net profits. laersviis whose in-
come is totally gained from in-
vestments alone cannot set up a
plan under this law.
Briefly, the law will allow you
to claim a tax deduction on half
the money you set aside for re-
tirement. The maximum artount
you can contribute to the plan is
10% of your earned income each
year or $2500, whichever is less.
This means a tax deduction of up
to $1250 per year. Generally you
can deduct all contributions far
employees.
A farmer with eligible employees
may make an additional voluntary
contribution of 10% of earned in-
come if the employees voluntarily
contribute at that rate or greater,
however, there is no tax deduc-
tion for additional voluntary con-
LOUISE AND RICKY LOCKE,
children of Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Locke of Fulton are eagerly await-
ing the arrival of Santa in a few
weeks. Photo courtesy Gardner's
studio.
Pakistan To Start
China Air Service
KARACHI,— Pakistan will go
ahead with her plans to start
commercial airliner service to
Communist China despite Japan's
refusal to grant landing rights to
aircraft in that operation, it was
announced here.
Scheduled air service between
Dacca in East Pakistan and Can-
ton and Shanghai will begin early
next year, according to Air Com-
modore Nur Khan, managing di-
rector of Pakistan International
Airlines.
SHOP EARLY FOR CHRISTMAS
TV,
SERVICE
REPAIRS
Antennas Installed
ROPER
TELEVISION
906 Main Phone 307
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tributions. If a farmer chooses to
do so, a plan for retirement may
be combined with Social Security
for him and his employees in
some circo. 'mess where Social
Security tax payments offset the
contributions to the plan. In most
cases farmers find no advantage
in doing this. The new retirement
act for self employed persons of-
fers limited opportunities far
farmers to set up retirement plans
with some tax advantages. The
new law can be help in cases
where you want to set aside funds
for retirement anyway. The tax
savings would at least pay for the
cost of setting the plan in mo-
tion for retirement.
Take this as a suggestion, pro-
vided you are interested in the
new Retirement Act. Consult your
Attorney for assistance and a
thorough understanding of the
Act, also for help in setting up a
qualified plan. No doubt, you can
receive from him the kind of ad-
vice you will need in making any
final decisions for the Retirement
Act as it applies to your case.
You'll Say they're
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
•
"Happy Holidays from Old Joe
The same line bourbon
in a magnificent new
gilt decanter and holidag
carton at no extra cost 99
4 .55
FIFTH
Bottled in Bond Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey
Old Joe Distilling Co., Lawrenceburg, Kentucky
04Je
er,e
CeZtakia4,
104.*Ow
For Merry Christmas giving—give extension
telephones! The size is right. The shopping's
easy. They're good all year round.
The slender little Princess®. .. the familiar
desk set. . . the convenient kitchen wall phone
. . . any one makes a merry Christmas gift.
To order just call Southern Bell or ask
your telephone man.
Southern Nell
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—ILAPPY BIRTHDAY
The News takes pleasure in
wishing "Happy Birthday" to the
following friends:
December 13: Dorothy Freleman,
Chuck Pawlukiewicz, R. 0. Moss,
Ava Dean Pannel; December 14:
Charles Woodruff, Rachel Kilzer,
Donna Joan Elliott, Harold Cash-
ion; December 15: Debbie Rozzell,
Michael Hutchens; December 16:
Carmen Sue Gardiner, Leon Rice,
John D. Burrow, Janie Barber;
DeCeznber 17: Mrs. Hillman Col-
lier, Nancy Treas, Bill Grissom;
December 18: Mrs. Wash Seay,
Dorothy Vick, Blondell Grissom,
Diana Abel, Mrs. Rosa Allred,
Tillman Doss, Walton Barnes; De-
cember 19: Mrs. Harry Allison,
Bob Mahan, Kimberly Ann Cates,
Buddy Roberts, Mrs. Charles
Gregory, Lonzo "Junior" Moore.
DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT
555 FULTON, KY.
Cliapel 7-1833
MAYFIELD, KY.
GILLUM
TRANSFER II
STORAGE, INC.
• AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Mrs. Carey Frields
Reverend Russell Rodgers filled
his regular appointment at New
Salem Baptist Church this past
Sunday after entering upon his
full time pastorate a few weeks
ago. Both pastor and church urge
the full attendance at Sunday
School, Baptist Training Union,
raid-week prayer service, and the
regular preaching service which
is held at 11 A. M., with the eve-
ning service at 7:30 P. M.
Mr. 1..ele Peery has returned to
his home in Dukedom after being
a patient in Obion General Hos-
pital at Union City for the past
two weeks. All his friends will be
glad to know he is now at home
during convalescing period.
Mrs. Sam Mathis has had all
the splint:, removed from her
hand since her injury 8 weeks ago,
and it is hoped she will soon re-
gain the full use of it.
Many farmers here have recent-
ly butchered their porkers, re-
plenishing all larders with a
year's supply on hand.
Mr. and Mrs. Ruble Thomas are
repainting their home. They re-
cently purchased Lee Peery farm,
which is near here. Just naturally
the new look is most appealing to
everyone.
Mr. and Mrs. Houston McGuire
were week-end guests of their
aunt, Mrs. Maud Vincent in Duke-
-
AMINO
10 LIQUORS
Corner 4 s & Ky. Ayes; Across frein Puckett Service Station
BUEL ROGERS, General Mgr. Phone 1100 May we serve Yon?
A complete line of Liquor, Wine, Beer
"IT'S CHEAPER — BUY THE CASE"
Theft*
!flighty good*ttsaill*
to insist on
Hiram Walked;
GIN
Firm; $3.75 — PINT $2.35 — % PINT $1.21
•Iinported Botanicals,
make it extra smooth
Tonight, enjoy the crystal-dry
gin with the extra quality of
Imported Botanicals— made
according to an old English
formula—by Hiram Walker,
now in its second century of
cierbiling leadership. 41 AN,
'44"=e=821,1124a*"—'
QUARTETTE GROUP FROM THE LIONS CLUB MINSTREL delighted the large crowds with their
harmonizing: (from left). J. C. Sugg, Vyron Mitchell, Bill Fossett and Lehmon Kilzer.
Area Students
To Appear In
UTMB's Messiah
The 60-voice chorus of The
University of Tennessee Martin
Branch will give its 13th annual
presentation of Handel's Messiah
on Sunday afternoon, December
15, at 3 o'clock in the old gym-
nasium.
A brass choir under the direc-
tion of Glenn Wiesner, UTMB in-
structor in band, will present a
group of choral preludes pre-
ceding the oratorio.
The program is open to the pub-
lic and no admission will be charg-
ed.
Among the area students at
UTMB who will participate in the
program are:
Joel Arant, Margaret Burdette,
Lucille Donaho, Lois Lord, Sandra
Robbins, Shaw Robison, Joe
Stroud, Peggy Smith, Connie
Wiesner and Mary Jane Willisms
of Martin;
Heverly Chandler, Polly Beth
Crawford, Donna Garner and
Brenda Garner of Dresden; Caro-
lyn Dyer, Andy Gardner, Barbara
Gray, Brenda Gray, James Horde,
Homer Kemp and Sam Nailing of
Union City; Michael Faulkner of
South Fulton and Kay French of
Fulton.
dom.
Miss Larnie McClain is spend-
ing a few days with Mrs. Aeiful
McClain, and 'tis her first visit
with relatives in some time.
SHOP EARLY FOR CHRISTMAS
• DETROIT NEWS
By Roy Maurer
Well, we finally got our :rst snow
of the year. Sure was nice to see
it.
Ann McDonald is still on the
sick list, at home, feeling a little
better. Ralph Kirby is at home,
gets out once in a while for a
drive. Francis McAlister has been
at ho i for the last two weeks,
not feeling too well.
Faith Church has purchased a
new manse. The old one is to be
made into more Sunday School
rooms and Fellowship Hall. They
also had a new organ donated to
the church, which was badly need-
ed, and the donor did not want his
name mentioned. Thanks from all
of us.
Berah Hampton celebrated her
79th birthday recently at her
daughter's home, with all her
children and grandchildren and
many friends attending.
Parts For All Electric
Shavers Al:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company
4WALKP1
SELECT...
a true bourbon
Hiram Walker's
TEN HIGH
601-R
?IN HIGH
One of the fpstest-growing
bourbons in the land
HIRAM WALKER & SONS, INC., PEORIA, ILL • 86 PROOF
n
$1.25
% Pint
$4.00
Fifth
Mayme Phe!ps returned from
her vacation, visiting her son in
Columbus, Ga. and all her friends
in Fulton, Ky. and surrounding
communities.
Our Christmas program at
church will be on to remember,
as there is a lot of planning going
Into it, so we will all really know
the meaning of Christmas. We will
also haVe Watch Night service the
last day of this month. We would
like to see everybody and their
friends there.
If you are in Detroit for the
holidays, why not stop and attend
hese services and meet our pas-
or and a lot of your friends.
here is no better place to be
han church on Christmas and on
ew Year's Eve.
Some of you people have news
so why don't you call me and
let all of us share it with you.
My phone is 839-3074, I'll be
waiting for a call. -
MUFFIN TWIST
Chopped fresh cranberries and
grated orange rind make a flavor-
ful addition to a sweet muf fin-
batter.
SHOP EARLY FOR CHRISTMAS
We Have Moved!
—SAME SERVICE
—SAME ECONOMY
DR. NELSON HAS MOVED TO
BROOKPORT, ILLINOIS
On Route 45
1 Mile North of Paducah, Ky.
We invite all our old Friends
and New Ones too, to come in
and visit us.
NELSON OPTICAL CO.
Route 45
Brockport, Illinois
Phone 2331
(Formerly on 10th Street,
Metropolis, Ill.
FREE
10-LB. TURKEY
With Purchase of 1 Ton of Southern States
Formula Feeds.
FREE PAIR OF GLOVES (your choice of
any in the house) with each 1000 lbs.
PRICES CUT ON SOUTHERN STATES
BATTERIES
TOP QUALITY DRY-CHARGED BATTERIES
WITH 24-MONTH PRO-RATA GUARANTEE
6- VOLT DRI - PAR
Reg. $13.75: Fits most
models thru 1955 except
Ford and Mercury
12 - VOLT DRI - PAK
Reg. $18.50. Fits most
models thru 1961 except
Ford and Mercury
12- VOLT DRI - PAR
Reg. $19.20. Fits Ford
and Mercury through 1963
SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
Located on the Mayfield Highway next to the Ford Garage in FULTON, KENTUCKY PHONE 482
egingl$111"1"iginglgil""glIg4gingSig""Ig 't"giggin"""1"4"1"""g141"1"1"Figlif 4""gSZI
!CONVENIENT LOCATION PLENTY Or:
IF-R-E-E PARKING OUTSIDE SERVICEi
:YOU ARE ALWAYS WELCOME.
Ihimmutimpowsmoutimmovipsrpamtp-Alimilemotemnopinommutimutsnopst
GINS, RUMS, LIQUORS, ICE WINES
and COLD BEER TO GO
K. P. DALTON, SR. K. P. DALTON, JR.
K P s
LI0tIOns
President Johnson Is Tall Texan In Ability, Experience, Persuasion
If President Dwight D. Eisen-
hower's record with Congress
looked good at all—in getting
things done and programs through
—he owed a lot of thanks to Lyn-
don B. Johnson, the new Presi-
dent.
For six of Eisenhower's eight
White House years the Democrats
ran Congress and Johnson, a man
of tremendous drive, ran the Sen-
ate. This tall Texan was the most
effective Senate leader in the cen-
tury, probably in history.
It was not the result of person-
ality..He lacked the immediate
charm of President John F. Ken-
nedy. He was not a distinguished
speaker. But he did his homework
and did it prodigiously.
Because he is that kind of man,
he will work enormously at the
presidency. Any mistakes will be
mistakes of judgment. They won't
CCIrde from lack of trying.
He was a master of detail. He
knew where every senator stood
on. very issue and, before voting
time where every senator was or
was going to be. He befriended all
of them when he could and thus
was able to expect their support
ritiAtilgillEIMIPKIIKIACIACINIAIIRDANIEMPIMOKIAIIIINIKEINKIKINI
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Light and lively leather...
with a fleece-warm lining
'Daft &tat
) 
CHALET
Comfy's' Slippers
AA - B
5 - 10
Black Only
FRY'S SHOE STORE
LAKE STREET FULTON
Ideal
Wit
MOTOROLA
Complete Stereo
Entertainment
Center
,
• 4,
1. Motorola Portable Stereo
2. 50 Westerfield
12" Stereo Records
3. Custom Roll-About Stand
All 3 Christmas -
Priced at only $139.95
Model SP43 cabinet covered with
scuff resistant Golden Brown fabric.
Two speaker systems
Dual channel amplifier
Automatic record changer
6 TRANSISTOR RADIO
WITH EARPHONE AND
LEATHER CARRYING CASE
$12.95
STEREO ALBUM OF 12
CHRISTMAS SONGS AND
BOX OF CHRISTMAS
CARDS
$1.00
4 SPEED PORTABLE
AUTOMATIC RECORD
PLAYER
$39.95
STEREO ALBUM OF 21
BEST LOVED SONGS OF
ALL TIME
$1.00
19" PORTABLE TV WITH
BASE. 1 YEAR GUARANTEE
$139.95
AM - FM - - RADIOS
$39.95
WADE TELEVISION
Highway 51-N
=In
Phone 450
when he deeded it.
His egotism, and he has a lot
of it, didn't stand in the way of
his accomplishment. Because the
egotism is a natural part of him,
he carries it into the White House
with him.
Just because of his egotism—
because it makes success neces-
sary for him—he will be hard-
driven to succeed. When he is in
charge, there is never any doubt
who is boss. He show -A this in the
Senate.
While it was resented by some
of his fellow-Democrats—partic-
ularly the liberals—it was one of
the keys to his effectiveness. He
can't leave this part of his na-
ture behind him at the White
House door, either.
Johnson, sensitive to criticism,
will now, like any other presi-
dent, get a lot of it. His Senate
years prepared him for it, al-
though he may not take it lying
down.
Johnson proved himself a mas-
ter of politics and of handling
men in his Senate years. But
handling foreign affairs has been
outside his experience. He faces
k here a new challenge in which to
prove himself.
Of all the leadership arts he
used in the Senate—a place full
of prima donnas with strong feel-
ings on many issues—the one
Johnson used most visibly was
compromise, like grease to get a
bill through warring factions.
His technique was to get both
sides to make some concessions,
even though both sides were less
than pleaded with the result. For
example: It happened once in a
struggle between Southern Demo-
crats and Northern liberals.
At the end the captain of the
Southerners, Sen. Richard Russell,
D-Ga., said it was a sad day. The
captain of the liberals, Sen. Paul
Douglas, D-III., called it a victory
for the South.
But it was Johnson—and no
one but Johnson could have done
it—who steered through the Sen-
ate the first two civil rights bills
since Reconstruction days in the
19th Century. They weren't much,
but they opened the door to
stronger measures later.
Kenneuy taus year wanted a
stronger one. Johnson supported
him. Since he is no longer in the
Senate, one of the first big steps
of his presidency will come on the
civil rights issue.
Christmas Decorations Brighten
Scene For Woman's Club Program
E. Shaw Robinson, Jr., teacher
of Public Speaking and Theater
at the University of Tennessee,
Martin, presented students in a
program, "Ask About The Star"
at the Woman's Club, Friday after-
noon. A large audience enjoyed
the platform reading, which was
from a sermon given several years
ago. The reading was a dramatiza-
tion of the Inn guests reaction to
the Star at the time of the birth
of Jesus, utilizing the beautiful
music of "The Noel the Angel Did
Say" by a quartet and two solos,
"Sweet Little Jesus Boy" and "0
Little Star of Bethlehem. Students
Participating were Linda Martin,
Millington; Charlotte Cunning-
ham, Bruceton; Andy Gardner,
Union City; J. T. Patterson. Mem-
phis; Joe Stroud, Martin and Billy
Redmond, Pineville, Ky.
The Drama and Literature De-
partment were hosts of the meet-
ing with Mrs. R. 0. Brown, pro-
gram chairman. The club home
was most • attractive with the
Christmas decorations of red
poinsettias, green magnolia leaves
and red candles.
Mrs. Ernest Cardwell, chair-
SCENE FROM THE LIONS CLUB MINSTREL 
last month included (from left): Sally Pirtle, B111 Fosse
and Mary Elizabeth Mitchell. Photo courtesy G
ardner Studio.
WALKER'S
DELUXE
The elegant straight bourbon
that's aged twice as long
as a lot of others. Enjoy
extra years of mellowness
at no extra cost.
FIFTHS $5.39
PIN VS $3.39"
1/2 PINT $1.70"
SIRAIII ROHRAtiN -glow
8 YEARS "ID H Am°,
HIRAM WAIKER A)041 NE. tllNI
FUN FOR KIDS
Transferring piCtures is good
entertainment for children. Show
them how to lay waxed paper
over comic pages, then place the
waxed paper over a clean sheet
of white paper, and again rub the
picture with the spoon. It will be
transferred from the waxed paper
onto the clean sheet.
ONE IN THREE HOMES RUINED
BERLIN—One of every three
dwelling units in West Berlin
was destroyed or rendered unin-
habitable during World War H.
About three billion cubic feet of
rubble had to be removed.
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man of the Drama and Literature
Department, presided at the silver
service during the social hour.
Spiced tea, cookies, and decorated
mints were served from a beauti-
ful appointed table. The center-
piece was a silver bawl filled with
permanent red roses, flanked by
dark green tapers.
Hoetesses were Mrs. Robert Gra
ham, chairman, Mrs. Charles Etic*
Mrs. Russell Rudd, Mrs. Rober
Batts, Mrs. Smith Brown and Mrt-
Norman Crittenden.
Mrs. Vyron Mitchell, president
conducted the business session as
sisted by Mrs. Charles Pawlukie
wicz.
be given away at our store on Christmas Eve.
No obligation to buy; just come in and
register free.
It wouldn't
be Christmas
without. . .
Assorted
Chocolates
1 lb. $1.60
2 lb. $.315
3 lb. $4.50
5 lb. $7.50
Choose the "always welcome alit...
fresh Russell Stover Candies.
You; Plato of may alumna.
1 - LB. — $2.00
2 - LBS. — $4.00
3 - LBS. — $6.00
TOILETRIES—
Chantilly
Tuasy
Houbigant
Marie Barker
Lanvin
Max Factor
Ciro
Old Spice
King's Men
My Sin
Seaforth
yardley
Faberge
Shulton
Revlon
Corday
Dana
Coty
Chanel
Rubinstein
White Shoulders
CAMERAS BIBLES
TIMEX WATCHES
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AVOID THE LAST - MINUTE CLEANING RUSH . . . don't let
your "put-off household cleaning take you away from the coming
holiday enjoyment! Just let us do your linens, drapes, slipcovers, etc.
Prompt pickup and delivery telephone 130.
6-K'-liz'evadietor
LAUNDRY AND CLEANERS, INC.
218 East State Line, Fulton, Ky.
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SF Elementary
Announces List
Of Honor Pupils
On the second six weeks honor
roll at South Fulton Elementary
School were the following:
All A's - 8th grade Dana Puck-
ett, Betty Pruitt, Karen Taylor,
Judy Savenkoff; 7th grade Bob
Boyd, Patricia Holladay, Bobby
Larsen; 6th grade, Bonita Burrow,
Janice Clement, Dianna Frields,
Amanda Newton, Janet Taylor,
Deborah Tharp.
All A's and B's - 8th grade,
Tommy Cannon, Wanda Carwile,
Suzanne Copeland, Ronnie Cruce,
Lane Douglas, Deborah Ellis,
Joyce Forehand, David Hughes,
Vickie Mayhall, Pamela Nether-
land, Charles Walker, Bobby
Wiley, Lucy Winter, Mike Wright.
Seventh grade, Vickie Adams,
Jan Bell, Peggy Connell, Teresa
Ferguson, Susan Flowers, Gary
Fuller, Johnny Guy, Hilda Gattis,
Gary McDaniel, David McKinney,
Phyllis Netherland, }Lamle. Nabors,
Donna Powell, Candy Suiter, Su-
san Tegethoff, Judy Townsend,
David Winston, Paul Woodson,
Kathie King.
Sixth grade, Patsy Adams, Bar-
ry Blackwell, Carol Coates, Con-
nie Frields, Judy Cardwell, Car-
man Gardner, Marilyn Hardy, Jer-
rie Hughes, Johnny McGuire, Lin-
da McMillin, Suzette McMorries,
Joan Taylor, Susan Warren.
GERM SCARS HEARTS
Chicago — Rheumatic fever
scars at least 10,000 United States
children's hearts each year. A
streptococus germ is responsible
for this disease.
S. P. MOORE & CO.
207 Commercial Phone 58
—Slip Covers; seat covers
—Upholstering (all kinds:
modern and antique
—Draperies
—kwnings. tarpaulins
JAMES HAZELWOOD
UAL MLLE:BREW
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There Must Be An
EASIER WAY
There But don't wait until
you need snowshoes to do the
job. Piz yourself some low-cost
storm windows NOW! Pick up
a few Warp's EASY-ON Storm
/Window Kits and tack 'ern up
while the tacking's still easy.
Each EASY-ON Kit contains
clear plastic, molding & nails.
Everything for a complete
storm window. Best of all .
only 390 at your local dealer.
Transparent
Plastic
STORM
WINDOW
KIT
36".72"IS 
J 
Foot
PlAiliC SAM • Nine No, ,.,..i• •
Ii••• TO TACK ON 
Exchange Furn. Co.
Phone 35 Fulton
Les re
Pint TIC SKIT? •
Transparent
Plastic
STORM
WINDOW
KIT
i so.ss
Piss, Sitroset•in• •MAIM
v• TACIT ON 
A. C. Butts & Sons
E. Stalls Line Phone 202
NANCY TREAS was a featured
vocal soloist at the Lions Club
ministrel in Fulton last month.
Photo courtesy Gardner's.
FHA Chapter
Installs New
Fulton Members
The Fulton City Chapter of the
Future Homemakers of America
held its annual installation of new
members on the 22nd of Novem-
ber, in the Home Economics De-
partment.
A pot luck supper was gerved to
approximately 50 members and
three club mothers, Mrs. Monroe
Luther, Mrs. Carter Olive, and
Mrs. L. M. McBride and the club
advisor, Mrs. Gilbert DeMyer.
Games were enjoyed and the
new members were required to
go through clever paces directed
by the Recreation Leader, Car-
reen Harrison, and her commit-
tee.
At the close of the festivities
eighteen new members were wel-
comed into the Fulton City Chap-
ter of the Future Homemakers of
America.
BUSH HONORS GARDENER
London — The forsythia bush
honors the memory of William
Forsyth, gardener to King George
• CRYSTAL CLEAR
• CUT, TACK, SEW or SEAL
• HUNDREDS OF USES
INDOORS & OUTDOORS
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SIOCIOSuall IMOTOWS PuINITUTT COVIILS
Owl),
29
Um. ft.
141
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A HUDDLESTON CO.
Main Street
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CRYSTAL CLEAR
CUT, TACK, SEW or SEAL
.) HUNDREDS OF USES
INDOORS a OUTDOORS
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STOUT WAAL rionCToitS
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WESTERN AUTO
202 Lake Phone 28
WE HAVE THE GENUINE
1104 ATOP QUALITY
WINDOW
MATERIALS
HOLD IN HEAT-KEEP OUT COLD
Cis.**.* than glass —ter Seen.
Doors and Windows, Norsk hid.. 
fMr' LEXO-GLAss
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Builder's Supply, Inc.
501 Walnut Phones 94, 99
©Coleman Adv. Set., P. 0. Box 20067, Dallas 20, Texas
Snow falls and puts a beautiful white
blanket over the mountains, and even
before this one is gone, others will fall.
It will become deeper and deeper until
the spring, when it begins to melt and
provides life giving waters to many
streams. These streams meet with
others and become rivers and provide
water for irrigation and lakes through-
out our land.
Our Lord, Jesus has said that He will
give to any that seek Him ... "a well
of water springing up into everlasting
life." — John 4, 14
Attend church Sunday, hear God's
word and share in the living waters
:•:.:that only our Saviour can provide.
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The Church is God's appointed agency in this
world for spreading the knowledge of His love
for man and of His demand for man to respond
to that love by loving his neighbor. Without
this grounding in the love of God, no govern-
ment or society or way of life will long
persevere and the freedoms which we hold so
dear will inevitably perish. Therefore, even
from a selfish point of view, one shoild support
the Church for the sake of the welfare of him-
self and his family. Beyond that, however,
every person should uphold and partidpate in
the Church because it tells the truth about
man's life, death and destiny; the truth which
alone will set him free to live as a child of
God.
This Series of Church Ads Is Being Published Through the Cooperation of the Local Ministerial Association and Is
Sponsored By The Undersigned Individuals and Business Institutions
Complements of:
YOUR BEN FRANKLIN &
WESTERN AUTO ASSOC. STORE
Home owned and operated
FULTON BANK
"Complete Banking Service"
Phone 2 Fulton, Ky.
TRAVELERS INN RESTAURANT
Dine with us after church in pleasant surroundings
Mr. and Mrs C. A. Turner Highway 45E
JET LANES
110 - 4th St. Fulton, Ky.
Compliments of:
HENRY I. SIEGEL, INC.
AIRLENE GAS CO. of FULTON, INC.
Butane & Propane GSA Dealer, Fulton, Ky.
BURN'ETTE TRACTOR CO.
Everything the farmer needs
207 E. Fourth Fulton, Ky.
HICKMAN-FULTON COUNTIES
RURAL ELECTRIC CO-OP
Live Better Electrically
Hickman, Kentucky
JACKSON BROS. FUNERAL HOME
Members of Ky. Burial Association
Dukedom, Tennessee
WATER VALLEY IMPLEMENT CO.
Your Allis Chalmers & New Holland Dealer
Water Valley, Kentucky
DARI CREAM SANDWICH SHOP
Home of good foods & Service
Billy Gilbert Fulton, Ky.
BARNEY'S DRIVE-IN RESTAURANT
Sandwiches - shakes - Bar-B-Q
Martin H'svay
PEPSI COLA BOTTLING CO.
Fulton, Kentucky
ARCHIES LIVESTOCK BARN
Everyday buying, selling, trading Livestock—
Stocker cattle at all times
Union City Irway Phone 253
HICKORY LOG
Home Cooked Meals - Home Baked Pies
Pit Barbeque - Dorothy Parton
CITY DRUG COMPANY
"Your prescription Drug Store"
Fulton, Ky. Phones 70 & 42.8
PURE MILK CO.
At the store or at your door
Phone 813 Fulton, Ky.
CITY NATIONAL BANK
Serving this area since 1891
Member FDIC & Federal Reserve Systems
A. C. BUTTS & SONS
Grocery - Feed & Seed Mill
FALL & FALL INSURANCE
a'Ask year Neighbor about our ourvioe"
Fulton, Kentucky
KILLEBREW'S FLOWERS & GIFTS
We specialize in all types of floral designing. See
us for suggestions on weddings, funeral work and
Hosp. arrangements.
Gibson greeting cards Phones 53-508
MAC & FAY FLOWER SHOP
Flowers for all occasions FTD Wire Service
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. McNatt Phone 49
COLONEL C. W. BURROW
Real Estate Broker - Phone 61
309 Walnut St. Fulton, Ky.
JOY LYNN FLOWERS & GIFT SHOP
Flowers for All Occasions, Free Delivery in this
area - 308 Walnut.
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Jobe, Owners
OK - PARISIAN LAUNDRY &
CLEANERS -
"Your Complete Cleaning Institution"
Phone 130 Fulton, Ky.
PARKWAY MANOR NURSING HOME
SW Ky's. Newest, most modern
nursing home - For reservations Call
490 or Write 309 N. Parkway Fulton
PARK TETtRACE MOTEL,
RESTAURANT & GIFT SHOP
Recommend us to your friends
Dine with us after chureh
FULTON COCA COLA BOTTLING CO.
Kentucky Ave. runes Phone 447
WANTED - Man or Woman on
part time basis to serve customers
in Fulton. Many deeding Raw-
leigh Products. Splendid oppor-
tunity with permanent income.
Write Ftawleigh Dept. KYK-1071-
126 Freeport, M.
SEPTIC TANICS CLEANED -
Prices reasonable. For free in-
spection phone 285-7982 Dyers-
burg, Tennessee.
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma-
chine and electric floor polisher
and electric vacuum cleaner. Ex-
change Furniture Co.
SAMSONITE LUGGAGE, 25%
off. The Leader Store, Lake
Street, Fulton.
TV ANTENNAS: We install -
Trade-repair and move. Get our
prices. We service all rna'.:es TV.
Phone 307. Roper Television.
FOR SALE. Registered Chihua-
ua puppies, reasonable. Phone
111633, Fulton.
REBUILT like new: Studio
couch, brown, $59.50 special at
Exchange Furniture Company,
Fulton.
FEMALE HELP WANTED
Large corporation needs middle
aged lady to canvass this county.
Must have transportation, pleasing
personality, and ability to meet
people. Salary up to $1.50 per
hour. Please write Mrs. Betty
Chatellier Box 1038 Paducah,
Kentucky, for Further Informa-
tion or apply at 621 1-2 Broadway
Paducah, Kentucky for Interview.
REGISTER TODAY for a free
hair dryer to be given away at the
City Drug Company on Christmas
Eve. The-'s no obligation to buy.
'•:st th2 City Drug Company
and ri;i..:ter.
CHRISTMAS SPECIAL! Door
and mantle mirrors, free installa-
tion during the month of Decem-
ber. We cut mirrors to any size.
Give a gift the whole family will
enjoy from Fulton Paint arid
Glass Company, 312 Commercial
Avenue, Fulton. Phone 909.
WALL PAPER-From 19c to 69c
per roll. Lowest prices, finest
quality, 500 patterns in stock. We
haul in our own trucks direct
from mill and pass on to you our
Mayfield Paint_ & Wallp-
217 West Broadway
May 14, Ky.
TERRY-NORMAN CHRISTMAS!
The regular Christmas program
of the Terry-Norman PTA will
be presented on Th.ursday, Decem-
ber 12, at 2 p. m. at the school.
The program; which includes a
playlet and various musical num-
bers, will be given by the stu-
dents.
Dewey Johnson
All type' of Insuramee
SAVE! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
**Covering ever/Wee'
422 Lake BL
Fulton, By, Phone 402
AT SPORTS MEETING:
Roland Bell, football coach,
Ronnie McAlister, basketball
coach, and Principal Lester Bet-
ty of South Fulton attended the
meeting of the Tennessee Second-
ary Schools Athletic Association
in Jackson December 9. Dates and
sites for regional basketball tour-
naments in the three West Ten-
nessee regions of the association
were established at this meeting.
WE RENT - -.
Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE MAN. CO.
Phone 103 Fulton, Ky
For The
BEST
and
CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE
buy It at
EXCHANGE
Furniture Company
SUPER RIGHT QUALITY CORN-FED
PORK LOIN ROAST
Folding
TABLE
With 25.00
Matching
CHAIR vats.I Only
With 15.00 In Cash Register Tapes
Samsonite
$399$6.95Beg ) .
V.I. Only
In Cash Register Tapes
Reg
$6.95 $ 99
Royal Pudding
Loin 
End lb. 
35, 7-Rib 29,
Cut lb.
Whole Loins ...Lb. 43' Loin Half Loin 
 
Lb. 49°
Rib Half Loins .Lb. 39° Country Cut Rib Lb. 35°
FRYERS
Sausage
Super
Right
Pure Pork
• 1-Lb.( Bag.. 33c)
U.S.D.A.
Inspected
No Limit. None
Sold To Dealers
2 Lb.Bag
RIB
Lb.
CENTER CUT
Pork Chops
59'769c
FIRST
CUTS Lb 35(
(Cut-Up, Splitor Quartered, lb._-_ 29i)
Super Right59g INienerssAnizt
Pineapple Summer isles8 Half Slices 
Bremners Pie
Cheese
Chocolate
Covered 
Longhorn Mild Cheddar,
Fresh Brick, Muenster,
Sliced American or Pimento 
Morfons Pies Frozen Apple,Peach or Coconut
8-0z. 10°Can
f Save 1 Pkg.
I 60 0 of 12 38°
, Save I
49$I 10c 0 Lb.
f Save 11
29° t 10c 1 Ea.
4-0z.
Pkgs.341 Xmas Cards (Sp::Glitter oBf050X
Ballards or Pillsbury Oven-Ready
BISCUITS6 Ca°° 49'
2
Ajax
Cleanser
14-0z 1-Lb. A IN
Cans 334z 25-0-447gCans
1-Lb.
4-0z.
Box
Fab
Detergent
320 8-Lb.1'/4-Oz.Box
Palmolives.p2::::29( Soap:a:gnu: 2AlPalmolive 80.4 410 Ad Detergent 
Vel Liquid.. :32:35€ Vel SoapPowder 
Baggies 43f Vel Soap Beauty
Ajax 
 1-2c,P-ttn;:, 69c ftaggies
Florient :31413:dclr' 7:: 590 Action
Soa
. . . . 'Lb. 25
1-Lb. 4Pk 9C)
2
Pkg. 
Lb. 95ft
BANANAS lb• 10c
JuicyOranges Florida 
 
5 la.); 59°
Tangerines Full of Juice. 3 Dos. $100
Apples Fancy RedDelicious...... 1 0 for 690
GROUND BEEF SUPER RIGHT
(5 Lb. Pkg. $1.89) 1 Lb. 39c
Pepsodent Tooth Paste
1.75-0Z. TUBE31c 3.25-0Z. TUBE53c 5-0Z. TUBE69c
Self-
Gold RisingFlour ai  )60c Plain 5 Bag Lb. 514
7, Peas
 Niblets Corn
Giant Cans 
Green (2
 .„4.0.. 270)2
••••)Liliellat • 2
.3110P-
1:2:79 Sweet Peas
:1:29° Mexkorn
Gress
Want 2
21::;392: Maxwell House Coffee...
•
Sandwich.
Pkg.
of
BO
1-Lb.44
1-Ox.Cane
12-0z. 35
12-0
z.C.ns
 4u
16-0z. 43c
11.4-b.Tin 700
Spry
SHORTENING
7o 11
Off 1 4 Labn. 72C °
Modess
FEMININE
NAPKINS739c
12
29g PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SATURDAY, DEC. 14
Bleach 
 Box
11-0z.390
•
410 Al 
Floor & 3-Lb. 856-0z.Cashmere 4 Reg.p Bouquet  Bare (IX Wall Cleaner.. ..... . sox
1-4.b. 4-0s. 4130
Detergent
Oxydol
Box 471
Paramount Crisco
Mincemeat Shortening
1-Lb. 2-0s. 320
Jar 3 cm": 77°
AMERICA'S DEPENDABLE FOOD MERCHANT SINCE 1859
Sunshine
Hi-Ho Crackers
7.b.  41
Strietmann
Club Crackers
1-Lb. loc
Box 4U
Nabisco
Ritz Crackers
Stack t 12-oz. 4,1E0
Pack 1 Box JU
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CLASSIFIED ADS
CHRISTMAS special: 2-piece
sofa bed suite with nylon covers
and two end tables, coffee table
and lamp, all for $129.50 at Ex-
change Furniture Company, in
Fulton.
BOILIfor
Wyler.
ca Fie x
HEAVY DUTY WATCH
For smooth performance when the
going is rough on land or below
water. Incaflex Balance Wheel and
Mainspring guaranteed against shock
for the life of the watch-replaced
free if broken. Waterproof under 660
feet of water providing crystal is in-
tact, genuine parts used. Stain•
less steel case and band...ID-GI..
Self winding $65.00, hand-wind $39.95
Companion diver's watch with elapsed
time indicator-self-winding
Incaflex Balance Wheel absorbs every shock.
ANDREWS
JEWELRY STORE
New idea for Christmas!
GIFT-BOXED
BIGELOW
)!*
on/Y $7.95
24" x 48" size
Each rug is Individually boxed In hand-
some gold and black holiday carton.
Ready to put under the Christmas tree
with no wrapping or tying chores!
HERE'S THE YEAR'S most dis-
tinctive new gift idea for the
home . . smartly designed,
dramaticr.11y colored, fringed
scatter rugs from Bigelow,
America's oldest carpet man-
ufacturer. The rich plush pile
is soft and silken to the touch,
yet it's durable and practical
too, beer use it's fully wash-
ab!e. A welcome gift to bring
a dash of sophisticated deco-
rative spice to any room in
the home! Come in and see
the "Daisy Belle" and
"Visionary" patterns in a
wide range of colorations!
GRAHAM
Furnaure Co.
RE
ty
Kennedy Infants Reburied Beside
Their Father In Quiet Ceremony
Mrs. John F. Kennedy returned
to a darkened hillside in Arling-
ton National Cemetery last Wed-
nesday night to bury the bodies
of her two dead children at their
father's side.
In a brief and moving cere-
mony, lighted by the eternal
flame at the head of Kennedy's
grave, two white caskets ,were
placed beside the slain President.
One contained the body of
Patrick Bouvier Kennedy who
JFK's Farewell
To Infant Son
Told By Cushing
Richard Cardinal Cushing has
described the late President John
F. Kennedy's tearful farewell to
his son, Patrick Bouvier Kennedy,
who died last August less than
two days after his birth.
"I'll never forget the day we
buried his little child from the
chapel," the Roman Catholic
archbishop of Boston said Thurs-
day.
"Jack was the la:A to leave the
chapel. I followed him.
"The little 0- :_J containing the
body was at the head of the aisle.
"Jack put his arms around the
casket as if he wanted to carry
it with him. Then the tears water-
ed his cheeks."
The cardinal, a lifelong friend
of the Kennedy's family, officiat-
ed at Kennedy's funeral.
died last Aug. 9 in the second day
of his life. The other contained a
sister who was stillborn Aug. 23 %
1956.
White House Press Secretary
Pierre Salinger said Mrs. Ken-
nedy was accompanied by Atty.
Gen. Robert F. Kennedy, his bro-
ther, Sen. Edward Kennedy, D-
Mass., and the former First Lady's
sister, Princess Lee Radziwill.
Mrs. Kennedy knelt in prayer
at the graveside ceremony con-
ducted by the Most Rev. Philip
Hannan, auxiliary bishop of Wash-
ington.
The two small caskets were
placed on either side of the Presi-
dent. Bishop Hannan intoned the
words of the 148th Psalm.
The Lord's Prayer was said, and
the caskets, sprinkled with holy
water, were lowered into the
grave occupying part of a three-
acre site set aside for tie Presi-
dent.
Winger said the bodies of the
two small children were accom-
panied to Washington aboard the
Kennedy family plane by -Sen.
Edward Kennedy.
Patrick Bouvier Kennedy had
been buried at the Kennedy fam-
ily plot in Brookline, Mass. His
sister was burfel at Newport, R. I.
The plans for the burial were
a closely-guarded secret.
BLURRY VISION
PANHANDLE, Tex. — Contact
was rough on contact lenses
throughout a recent football game
here. Bill Purvines lost one lens
in the second quarter and in the
third quarter he lost the other one.
pummoiummilimmiommouiimmmomuunmunmonnuiiinnnwmimiummimmmunminmilinmonoiiiiiiiiiiia
1 MRS. LEONORA BUSHART
PIANO TEACHER
Studio,.200 Noman Street Telephone 217
Openings now available for
STUDENTS
Harmony
N Theory
Accompanying
Ensemble
Ear Training ra
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Space-Saving Frigidaire
Food-Saver!
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• Saves space in your kitchen because
it's just 30" wide and under 5' tall
- fits under cabinets.
• Full-width freezer chest keeps
63 pounds of frozen food.
M $eat Tender for fresh meat. 219.95• Sliding Chill Drawer with
• Full-width fruit and
vegetable Hydrator plus
3-shelf storage door.
• Frigidaire dependability, too.
Model D-12-63
11.63 Cu. ft.
ONLY
easy toms
FRIGI DA I R. E THE FAMILY REFRIGERATOR
GRAHAM FURNITURE CO.
301 WALNUT ST. FULTON
WFUL I ALWAYS
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Fulton's Successful Banana Festival A Challenge To Other Cities
(Ed's Note: Within recent weeks,
since our tremendously success-
ful Banana Festival, we have en-
countered civic leaders from many
many communities around us, and
in other States, who ask the ques-
tion: "How did you people pro-
mote such a giant activity?"
(In every instance we have
answered simply: "Team work."
(A very fine writer, Robert T.
Parker of Jackson, Tenn. who is
travelling supervisor for the Big-
Valu Super Market, commented
on this question in his delightful
column "Odds and Yens," pub-
lished in a Henderson, Tenn.
newspaper.
(We thought you might like to
read his comments and to enjoy
his fine style of writing. We have
asked Mr. Parker to contribute to
the News when time permits him
to do so.)
They were on their way home
to Water Valley, to Hickman,
Paris, Paducah, Dawson Springs,
Milan, Greenfield, Jackson, Hen-
derson, dozens of towns. Tired
feet from standing three hours
along the city': streets, waiting
for the parade to start. Then two
hours of passing bands, clowns,
floats, men on fine walking
horses, pretty girls. Green banana
stalks hanging from parking
meters with only a box of banana
peels on the sidewalk. Streets
littered with drink cups, pop corn,
film boxes, reminder of hundreds
of pictures snapped as bands and
floats moved by. Filling stations
and other businesses open and
filled with customers . . . stores
and cafes packed with people
hurrying to finish shopping and
get on the road home ... hospital-
ity booths jammed with coffee
drinkers.
End of the festival . . . end of a
busy day for' the planners, the
participants, the spectators. End
of a week's activity . . . of street
dances, minstrels, contests, talent
shows, archery contests, band
concerts . . . a full week of carni-
val atmosphere and gaiety.
Carnival rides being dismantled
. . . tents coming down . . • com-
ments along the way, "Finest pa-
rade I've ever seen." "It's been a
fine festival."
Yes, the scene was Fulton, Ken-
tucky last wee:, where after many
y -rs of being distribution center
for bananas, finally decided to let
the world know about it. And for
one full week they did, with
newspapers, TV and radio. The
whole town was decorated with
bananas . . . on the light posts
and hanging from parking meters.
Employees garbed in SoTith Amer-
ican dress. Banana Festival but-
tons . . . corsages for the ladies
. banana ice cream . . . banana
soda pop and even banana pan-
-cakes.
It was South Fulton, Tennessee
and her twin city, Fulton, Ken-
tucky joined together to bring re-
porters and cameramen from
many cities, including a team
from the Huntley-Brinkley news
program and others.
The thousands of people who
came to Fulton and South Fulton
all week and then the almost un-
countable crowds who came to
see the finale, the parade, featur-
ing Miss America, Miss Tennessee,
Miss Kentucky and numerous
Princesses, eliminated any possi-
bility of the festival not being a
tremendous success for those
who planned it, those who took
part and for those who came to
see.
If Fulton
Henderson?
can do it, why not
Humboldt has its Strawberry
Festival, Bells the Okra Festival,
Paris the World's Greatest Fish
Fry, Savannah the Catfish Derby.
We are wondering if some Chester
Countian could come up with an
idea for such a proomtion for
Henderson and Chester County.
It is not only like a Mardi Gras
in New Orleans pr the Cotton
Carnival in Memphis for fun, fro-
lic and entertainment, but it is a
boost for the mercharts of the
town. It brings thou-ands of visi-
tors and shoppers.
Any ideas along the rural
routes or the party lines? Let us
hear from you.
SHOP EARLY FOR CHRISTMAS
Kentucky Guard
Wears Mourning
For Inauguration
Kentucky National Guardsmen
who participated in the Gover-
nor's inauguration parade Dec.
10, wore black arm bands in
mourning for the death of Presi-
dent Kennedy, it was announced
by Major General Arthur Y.
Lloyd, The Adjutant General of
Kentucky.
The decision that the Guard
would participate had been with-
held due to a teletype message
from the Department of Defense
which had asked that all Military
honors, ceremonies and official
entertainment be cancelled until
the end of the 30 days of mourn-
ing for President Kennedy. Later
clarification, though, stated that
this was not intended to apply to
"events of official ceremonial na-
ture . . . for which comrnittments
had already been made."
The decision to wear arm bands
was made since the inauguration
parade falls within the 30 days of
mourning for President Kennedy.
Nearly 500 Kentucky Guards-
men took part in the parade and
ceremonies.
Jones Cited For
40 Years Service
To Boy Scouts
At the first annual recognition
dinner of the Cherokee District
Boy Scouts, held in the First
Methodist Church on December 3,
a special plaque was presented to
H. F. Jones of Fulton for out-
standing service to scouts during
the past 40 years.
The principal speaker wasoless
Richards, Scout Executive for
Chief Chenuby District, who gave
an interesting talk on theITTStory
and strength of scouting. Fie was
introduced by Dr. John L. Jones,
local Scoutmaster.
Certificates of Award were is-
sued to the Press and Radio for
coverage of scout news during
1963.
Nelson Tripp, district chairman,
presided over the meeting and in-
troduced those present, expressing
thanks to those attending from
Bardwell. Arlington, Union City,
Kenton and Fulton.
Thrifty FRIGIDAIRE Washer
with Automatic Soak Cycle!
• Soaks clothes better in 12 minutes than you can
overnight. Ideal for diapers, work clothes, too!
• Ask us about Frigidaire underwater Action Zone
washing-helps get all your wash fabulously clean!
• Rinses extra-clean
in fresh, running water.
• Spins extra dry!
• Dependable! It's the
Sturdy Frigidaire washer.
Model WDA-64
4 colors or whits
$ 2.50
Per Week
GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
301 WALNUT PHONE 185 FULTON, KY.
TOPPY BRAND
BACON . . Sliced Lb. 39c
ROUND STEAK .
PORK STEAK .
PORK CUTLETS
. Lb. 69c
. Lb. 39c
Lb. 59c
END
 PEoEBACON SLICED 5 Lbs. 99c 
PiiiiiKAGE 3 Lbs. Bag 89c
Dance In November
FHA FFA Sponsors
A dance sponsored by the FHA
and F-FA was held Wednesday
night, -November 27 at the Fulton
County High School cafeteria.
The time was from 7:30 to 10:30
P. M. Some 46 girls and boys at-
tended. A twist contest was held
and seven eouples took part in it.
The winners were Mike Allen
and Shela Bass. Also attending
the dance were the two FHA ad-
visors, Mrs. Sublett and Mrs.
Davis and the two FFA advisors,
Mr. Shaw and Mr. Bugg. Music
'Vas provided by a_ record player
furnished by Jerry Lattus, and
records were furnished by Joann
Castleman and Jerry Lattus.
FHA Reporter
Paula Jones
TO CLEAN BUTTONS
Discolored shirt buttons may be
chaned by rubbing with an ink
eraser.
41%000`
FORMERLY U-TOTE-EM. WE RESERVE THE
RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
I MOS
Chuck Roast
6 to 8 Lbs. 50
Avg. Lb.
FRESH
PORK
Blade
Cut
Lb. 39c
Pork Chops Spare Ribs
RIB END CUT 
FLBa 
RESH
39c 39c
ICE MILK 3
HOT TAMALES
LETTUCE
GUS. 
SWIFTS $1
1/2Gal
Gebhart 29A
2 1-2 Size
Can
FIRM
CRISP
HEAD
Nice Size
100
t.;
SAINT'S STATUE SAID
TO GO PLAYING
MANIL? The glass - cased
"Little Saint" in th_ old Philip-
pine Church of St. Nino in Cebu
City is said to leave the church
now and then to play with small
children—and there have been
times when the saint was found
clasping a child's toy.
BLOT AFTER OILING
Alter oiling sewing machine
parts, always sew through a blot-
ter to absorb excess oil and pre-
vent any stains to fabrics.
FOR GOLDEN CRUST
Fried chicken or chops will have
a really golden crust if they are
rolled in powdered milk instead
of the usual flour.
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C. (DOC) ADAMS
on6 House
For Fine Liquors
US 45-51 By Pass Highlands- Fultor.
Choose the best bourbon you can bay
in two new Holiday Packages
J.T. s. BROWN
For Serving: For Giving !
For your personal pleasure, the traditional J. T. S. Brows
bottle in an attractive gift carton. For sift giving buy the
handsome new decanter in a gay holiday box. In both,
Kentucky's finest straight bourbon whiskty, famous for .1011
years. No difference in price.
90 PROO7 BOTTLED 17f BONDI
4.2 0 440
FIFTH 'UTE
Mait dVd ald Waled Rombscky by J. T.& armee. tee Os. LesseakeRmslIseibial,
Kentucky's School Leaders Give Combs
Thanks For Contribution To Education
Kenrutcky's school teachers and
administrators, in a special pro-
grarr arranged by the Kentucky
Education Association, have ex-
pressed their appreciation to Gov.
Bert Combs for his contributions
to education.
Dr. J. M. Dodson, executive Sec-
retary of the K. 13. A., told 350
persons in the House of Repre-
sentatives chamber recently:
"When the educational history
of Kentucky has been recorded
and placed in proper perspective,
the administration of Gov. Bert
Combs will stand out as an era
when the youth of this state were
given their long-overdue recogni-
tion, when teachers were recog-
nized as an important segment of
our society, and when public edu-
cation was given foremost atten-
tion in the governmental affairs
of our state."
Combs was presented with a
silver platter inscribed, "Thank
you, Governor Combs. Presented
by Kentucky Education Associa-
tion in appreciation of outstand-
ing contributions to education in
Kentucky. 1955-1963." He also
was given a book which contained
the signatures of all who. attend-
ed.
As Mrs. Combs and their dau-
ghter Lois looked on, the Gover-
nor acknowledged the tribute by
saying, "There is no group of peo-
ple from which I would rather
have an expression of apprecia-
tion." He added:
"If we have accomplished any-
thing, we have proved that it is
not political suicide for the legis-
lature and the school people to
say that we are going to have a
good school system for our chil-
dren. We knew this had to be
done to give our children an op-
portunity equal to that of children
in other states."
He urged the school people "to
expand this beachhead until every
child in Kentucky is provided with
the best education he is capable of
absorbing—which the Constitution
and the Lord Himself want them
to have."
Educational accomplishments
during Combs' four-year adminis-
tration include: a $154 million per
biennium increase in appropria-
tions for all public education; con-
struction of 5,000 additional class-
rooms; creation of a Commission
on Public Education which ana-
lyzed Kentucky's school needs; a
$1200-a
-year increase in teachers'
salaries, and enactment of a Pro-
fessional Practices act to regulate
conduct of the teaching profes-
sion.
Others delivering tributes to
Governor Combs included Dr.
Richard VanHoose, vice president
of the K. E. A. and superintnedent
of Jefferson County ools, and
Roy McDonald of C• president
of the K. E. A.
Mail F"ri— "..113 Santa
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THE Ged eb TOUCH
Try HEAVLN HILL ... so
light and delicate to your taste.
and still only $455 PER FIFTH
6 years old • 90 proof
Kentucky Straight
Bourbon Whiskey
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Baptist Women
Now Observing
Week Of Prayer
Women in 1,500 Kentucky Bap-
tist churches will observe Decem-
ber 9-13 as a week of prayer and
study for foreign missions, ac-
cording to Mrs. George R. Fergu-
son, executive secretary of the
Woman's Missionary Union of
Kentucky. The women of the
churches, as well as the children
and young people, will assemble
each day to pray for Baptist mis-
sion work in 53 countries of the
world.
In addition to study and prayer,
the women will make their annual
Christmas offering for foreign
missions. The Kentucky goal for
this year is $405,000. Baptist wo-
men throughout the United States
have an overall goal of $11,850,-
000. This offering has been taken
annually since 1888, and has been
increasing at the rate of about 15
per cent each year.
These funds, plus receipts from
the Cooperative Program each
month during the year, support
the work in 53 countries carried
on by the Foreign Mission Board,
Richmond Virginia.
Shop Local Stores FIRST
•
•
lye a Gift Ifiri
•
•
RIVE OCCASIONAL
PIECES... and choose
Prom a most "glfty"
yet practical group
on our "aisle ef
gifts."
RIVE A ROOMFUL of GIVE THE GIFT Of
furniture. . . choose COMFORT. thee*
bedroom, dining beautiful chain ...
room and living solos. sleep sofas
room groups. Save . . . all waiting 1.1
tool you here.
•
MAKE THIS STORE YOUR GIFT
HEADQUARTERS...COME IN SOON
See the selection of home gifts
that have been assembled for
you from all over the world.
Have fun choosing the right gift
for every name on your list. In-
vitingly priced at
EXCHANGE
FURNTTURE CO.
Church Street Fulton
•
A.
DELIVERY
GUARANTEED
IN TIME FOR 111
OtRiSTIAAS
•
•
•! •
• ‘1/
•, \
I 7Ic
•
•
Medical Auxiliary
Style Show Held I 
HAPPY'S
4
The fourth annual Christmas
luncheon and style show, spon-
sored by the Auxiliary to the
Fulton-Hickman Medical Society,
was held in the Terrace Room of
Park Terrace Restaurant on Wed-
nesday, December 4.
The room was attractively deco-
rated in the Christmas theme,
with table decorations furnished
by Scott's Floral Shoppe, Mac and
Fay, Joy Lynn Florist Shop and
Killebrew's Florist Shop.
Door prize were won by Mrs.
Fred Homra, Mrs. Shelton Owen,
Mrs. Nathan Wade and Mrs. E. E.
Williamson.
Mrs. J. A. Poe served as mis-
tress of ceremonies and announc-
ed the numbers for the style
show, following a tasty ham
luncheon. Merchants and models
taking part were: Jack & Jill -
Tina Jolley and Dave Peterson;
Irby Fashion Shop -Linda Thorpe;
P. H. Weaks - Terry Beadles and
Margaret-Poe; Clarice Shop - Mrs.
Bob Brown and Mrs. Charles Bin-
ford; Grisham's Men's Wear-
David Lee and Donn Reed; Dotty
Shop - Elaine Begg; K. Homra's -
Dottie Hogan and Terry Thomas;
Tiny Toggery - Suzette McMor-
ries, Mark Owens; Fulton Fabric
Shop - Carol Dunn and Diane
Gore; Leader Store - Lynn Hollo-
way and Nancy Treas.
Music was furnished by Mrs.
L. C. Logan at the piano.
VARIETY PROGRAM
The Lions Club program on De-
cember 6 was in charge of Clar-
ence Moline. A musical variety
program was given by Treva Lou
Hedge and Teresa Pennington,
who were introduced by Mrs. Nel-
son Tripp.
Mail Early. . . Help Santa
WHY WAIT?
ORDER COAL NOW!
• Expertly Prepared
• Washed
• Laboratory Tested
• Free Burning
• Easy to Fire
An "honest value" coal that
assures honest-tolgoodness
heat. Perfectly sized for
furnace, stove, stoker
ORDER TODAY!
All Kinds and Sizes
on Hand —
Immediate De livery.
CITY COAL CO.
INES*: MORS
SEE HAPPY FOR
Gift Liquors In Beautiful Decanter Bottles
Give Something To Share - - Visit Happy's
764311799701119)191029301701119710EMBENEXIMEONIEMEIRCNSEINIENEIN9/010110
GIFT SIZES CHRISTMAS WRAPPED
Special Invitation to Ladies
HAPPY'S LIQUOR STORE
COMMERCIAL AVENUE (Formerly known as Church St.)
—Fulton, Ky. —
AILINFENIIIMEME010C101210101EIEN10110910E1101107611010110101111,0701407t1E0E9
CATES
TIRE SERVICE
FREE, FAST MOUNTING
eroo•relliTri, .1111111111"."1"....asimpik4
A SWAMI YOU CAN mut
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NEW LOCATION: MIDDLE ROAD
and US. 45-51 By Pass (In Riceville)
Phone 389
2 FOR
B.F.GOODRICH
TRAILMAKER SILVER TOWN
SNOW RETREADS
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Thomas Carney Named
To Engineerng Group
Thomas Law--n Carney, son of
Mr. and Mrs. L. P. Carney, 408
Jefferson, Fulton, is one of 16
University of Kentucky students
who has been initiated into Eta
Kappa Nu, national electrical en-
gineering honorary.
A graduate of Fulton High
School, Carney is now a junior
at the University.
To be eligible for membership
in Eta Kappa Nu, students must
rank in the top one-third of their
class, and maintain an academic
average of 2.8, based on a 4.0
grading system.
RAINY DAY GAME
"Spool Race" is a children's
game that can L _ put to use when
the children are inside on a rainy
day. Give each child a broom and
an empty thread spool. Establish
a goal line on the floor across the
room. The winner will be the first
child who pushed his spool with
the broom handle across the line.
BPI! Early. . . Help Santa
HIS HERS
Matching Shirts. Ideal
for Christmas Gifts.
Headquarters for - - -
HIS & HERS Shirts
$3.99 Each
DRESS SHIRTS mens' - Vat $2.98 up
SPORT SHIRTS mens' Ten - vat $2.98 up
(Tails and Tapsell)
Headquarters For
TUF - NUT WORK CLOTHING
Kens and Ladies
JANTZEN SWEATERS  $7.95
LADIES SLIM - JIMS _ _ _ _ $2.98 up
Ladies
Ship'n Short Shapley Blouses __ $2-99
amens Sportswear
Big Assortment of $1 Gifts
K. HOMRA'S
Lake Street Fulton
of Care-free Nylon Tricot
by LORRAIN&
An ageless classic fashion
with small, softly rounded
shawl collar ... shirred yoke
and four-button closing. Col-
lar, cuffs and pockets ore
piped with contrasting trim.
Pants are full cut for comfort
. . . gently elasticized waist-
band. Sizes 32 to 40 in Azure,
Geranium, Flame, or Sun-Glo.
$6• 95N._ 
IA neiirl
rTailorpd.1
TwosOmq
Matching robe has three- '
quarter length sleeves . . .
wide self-fabric belt. Azure, 4,
Geranium, Flame or Sun-G/ 
in Small, Medium and Large
sizes. $7.95 i
RII.Weah4 'Sam
Lake Street
Statue Of Goebel Removed Amid Varied
Comments From Legislators At Assembly
The statue of assassinated Gov-
ernor William Goebel, a half-cen-
tury landmark in front of the
Capitol, was moved last week
without fanfare to the front of the
old Capitol where he was shot in
1900.
A Highway Department crane
arrived at the Capitol Monday
morning. By noon the deed was
accomplished.
"My God, Goebel is gone," said
one legislator as he drove to the
Capitol. The General Assembly
has been in special session since
November 18.
Goebel, a Pennsylvania na-
tive, lived in Northern Kentucky
and that area's legislators had
protested the proposed move.
They expressed shock and dis-
pleasure — in a lighthearted way.
"I, too, was astonished," said
Representative Russell Oelsner,
Covington Democrat. "The first
thing I saw when I came up the
driveway was his little old soul on
a poor old truck.
"I'm very sorry he is being
Teen-Agers Can
Work At Various
Holiday Positions
Teen-agers can work in many
types of jobs, Pat Meloan, region-
al director of the U. S. Labor
Department's Wage and Hour and
Public Contracts Divisions, re-
minded employers interested in
hiring young people during the
Christmas holidays. The Fair Labor
Standards Act, popularly known
as the Federal Wage-Hour Law,
sets standards for the employment
of young people in jobs in inter-
state or foreign commerce or in
the production of goods for such
commerce.
One of the types of employment
which is frequently open to young
workers during the holidays is in
retail stores. The Federal law per-
mits 14-and 15-year-olds to work
in a variety of occupations in re-
tail, food service, of gasoline ser-
vice establishments, provided they
work no more than 8 hours a day
or 40 hours a week during vaca-
tion periods. In weeks when
school is in session, children of
these ages may work on more
than 3 hours a day or 18 hours
a week. All their work must be
done outside school hours and
they may not work before 7 a. m.
or after 7 p. m. Perrnisible jobs
include selling, office work, win-
dow trimming, cashiering, bag-
ging and carrying out orders,
clean-up work, price marking and
tagging, and kitchen work.
Named To Head Local
Ministerial Group
Rev. W. T. Barnes, pastor of
the First Methodist Church, was
elected presidert of the Twin
Cities Ministerial Association at
a meeting on December 4.
Other officers elected were Rev.
John Piatt, Rector of the Epis-
copal Church, secretary-treasurer;
Rev. Glenn Capperman, pastor of
the Cumberland Presbyterian
Church, chairman of the radio
program, and Rev. J. Kenneth
Duncan, pastor o' the First Bap-
tist Church, chairman of Park-
way-Manor services
A meeting will be held by the
association on January 8 with of-
ficers of the clothes bank for dis-
cussion of this project.
moved . . . May his soul rest in
peace. They could have at least
used a limousine."
Go" statue was placed near
the spot where a sniper's bullet
felled him as he walked toward
the Capitol in downtown Frank-
fort.
Nobody knows who fired the
fatal bullet, although several Per-
sons were convicted and imprison-
ed in connection with the crime.
"I have been advised they have
moved Mr. Goebel," said Repre-
sentative Fred Morgan, Paducah
Democrat, "but they left a hole
big enough for . . . the Northern
Kentucky legislators."
Representative Leonard Hislope,
Somerset Republican, commented:
"I think that possibly it is a
good thing. (Goebel) would have
had to witness the inauguration of
a man who some believe should
not be Governor today."
Governor - elect Edward T.
Breathitt, Jr., a Democrat, defeat-
ed Republican Louie B. Nunn last
month by 13,000 votes of 886,000.
A recanvass asked by. Nurm left
the margin intact.
Hislope once suggested melting
the statue for scrap. He said Goe-
bel, a Democratic, really died be-
fore he was sworn in as Governor
after a heated election contest.
The Democratic version is that
Goebel took a deathbed oath af-
ter the Legislature declared him
victor in the race against Repub-
lican William S. Taylor.
There is a Frankfort legend that
the statue moved actually belongs
in Frankfort Cemetery, where
another bronze statue of Goebel
marks the assassinated Governor's
grave.
The cemetery statue depicts
Open At 8:45 PM
Goebel in a forcef'll speaking
stance, gesturing with one arm.
The Capitol statue shows Goebel
in a meditative pose, with head
slightly bent and arms folded.
Legend has it that a mix-up oc-
curred when the two statues,
created separately arrived in
Frankfort about 1914, and that in-
appropriate statues were erected
at the two locations.
Highway officials had consulted
with a Louisville engineering ex-
pert on how to move the statue
safely. They appeared to have no
trouble even with the 12-ton base
which was moved separately.
The 133-year-old downtown
Capitol has numerous Goebel
relics, including the clothes he
ware when shot.
—From The AP
RUPTURE
Export Coming To Mayfield and
Union City Again
GEO. L. HOWE
Well-known expert from Indian-
apolis will personally demonstrate
his method without charge at the
, Hall Hotel, Mayfield, Monday,
Dec. 16th from 1 P. M. to 6
P. M. & at the Davy Crockett
Hotel, Union City, Friday, Dec.
20th from 2 P. M. to 6 P. M.
Mr. Howe says the Howe method
contracts the openings in remark-
ably short time on the average
and puts you back to work the
same day as efficient as before
you were ruptured
Large and difficult ruptures fol-
lowing operations especially solicit-
ed.
Do not overlook this opportunity
if you want gratifying results.
Hailing address: HOWE RUPTURE
T.. Golden Pond. KY.
DOUBLE FEATURE!
Friday & Saturday
Please Note 1 - Complete Show Friday Night!
Box Office Opens At 7: P. M.
SHOWS AT 7:33
gar or HANKIISTEllin
WILL HAUNT YOU FOREVER!
WARNERCOLOR WARNER' BROS
Co-Feature — Shows At 8:55
JON WAYINE • DEAN MARTIN
RICKY NELSON =RIO BRAVO
riMMOICON -WEER BRENNAN WARD eon
all ARMADA eRothicTion Quecte,1 and Produced by HOWARD HAWKS
TECHNICOLORV
froen WARNER BROS
SUNDAY — MONDAY & TUESDAY
IT'S WHERE THE BOYS AND GIRLS ARE
1/40,4i,,far:SAII : re:
•;-.104.6v*
•
•
aim owes woken
NOY 'NUE 1111111E CHEN: MIMI STEFANIE PREIS. 111E111
BREPRI WI WESTON &MR VVANEARL HAMNER, JR • MIONkft HOEY • NORMAN TALIROSWritten by Produced by Directed by
TECHNICOLOR ° From WARN FX BROS.
• • • THRILL "HER" WITH DOTTY GIFTS
•
• Give fun. handcrocheted
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
• • DOTTY'S GIFTS — OUTSTANDING
See Our
Windows!
• • 0 0 0 0 • •
in Italy!
,•
She'll have a ball . . . lots of
colored ones on popcorn-
crocheted wool cozy boots.
Leisure time charmers in
Red, Pink, White, Light Blue or
Black on flexible leather soles.
$
Others From
$2.99
e • • •
0
0
0
0
Week - End Specials
FRIDAY - SATURDAY
ASSORTED PLASTIC FRUIT
Bananas... lemons.. . limes .. . oranges . .
peaches ... pears. .. plums . .. apples. Brighten
up your holiday decorations!
SPECIAL 7c Each
Gillette Stainless Steel Blades
6 Blades in dispenser pack. This is the nationally -
advertised blade you have been reading and hear-
ing about.
SPECIAL 77c PACK
PRESS- 0 - MOP
Quality sponge mop; assorted colors
SPECIAL 99c
300 - COUNT KLEENEX TISSUE
The new wet-strength tissue you have seen on TV
advertising.
SPECIAL 18c BOX
72 x 87 INCH PLASTIC DRAPES
First quality; assorted colors. Lined.
SPECIAL 66c PAIR
WHITE WASHABLE SHADES
36 x 36 - inch size; mounted.
SPECIAL 88c EACH
SOFT SOLE FOLDING SUPPERS
Ideal gift item! Four colorful styles to choose from.
SPECIAL 88c PAIR
HOLIDAY SPRAY PAINT
Full 16-oz. Can; choice of silver, gold, white, red,
green.
SPECIAL 99c CAN
LOOK FOR OUR
DISCOUNT PRICES
in our TOYS and GIFTWARE Dept's.!
TINY CHATTY BABY
-TALKING DOLL
Reg. $12.00 . . $8.88
TINY THUMBELINA DOLL
Reg. $8.95 . . $5.44
Regular $16.95
HAIR DRYERS. . . $13.88
MANY OTHER SPECIALS SUCH AS THESE
throughout our store. Come in and shop with us
for your Christmas needs.
BALDRIDGE'S
5 - 10-25c STORE
3
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Guard Positions Now
Open Al Penitentiaries
Applicants for prison guard
Positions at Eddyville Penitentiary
ind LaGrange Reformatory are
needed to complete present guard
requirements for the institutions.
This announcement came today
from Harold C. Bennett, director
of recruitment and examinations
in the State Department of Per-
sonnel. Bennett said that appli-
cants must be between 25 and 55
years of age and have an eighth-
grade education.
Physi, 1 requirements include
minimum height of 5 feet, eight
inches and minimum weight of
150 pounds. A physical examina-
tion and general-abilities exami-
nation are also required for the
Merit System position. ,
1434M1111111.111141111116111411141MINIIIIIIIICIFif $11AKIFICIALIIIKPICALS66114MIA‘11111 fiCALOILlig
MAKE THIS
1 CHRISTMAS
SOMETHING SPECIAL
WITH
ADMIRAL or RCA COLOR TV
Enjoy The Biggest, Brightest Color
Pictures Ever!
And With Exclusive Triple Warranty
PAY AS LITTLE AS $5.60 A WEEK
WOOD & PRUITT TV
Walnut Street jult n
All wrapped up
and ready to please!
(NO EXTRA COST)
This is "The Greatest American Whiskey"... it's a light,
superb-tasting Kentucky Straight Bourbon. Yellowstone
is made by the special "mellow-mash" process and bot-
tled at 90 and 100 proof Bottled-in-Bond. And with very
good reason it's known as the "No-Bite" Bourbon.
GLENMORE DISTILLERIES CO., LOUISVILLE-OWENSBORO, KY.
"Where Perfection of Product is Tradition"
QUARTETTE receiving acclaim at the Lions Club minstrel in Fulton
last month was composed of the above (from left),: Bobby Seates,
Shelton Owens, Jim Huffine and Ed Neely.
Photo Courtesy Gardner's Studio.
More Railroad Freight Business
Predicted For State Reported
More freight business for rail-
roads in the state was predicted in
a two-year report of the Kentucky
Railroad Commission submitted
to Gov. Bert Combs.
Frank L. McCarthy, Lexington,
is chairman. Other members are
Wayne Freeman, Mayfield, and
Robert Damron, Ivel.
Noting that "there is today lit-
tle railroad passenger service
available in the state," the report
added that "the same is true, of
course, in varying degrees in all
other states."
Railroad operated 3, 121 miles
of track in Kentucky, as of De-
cember 31, 1962.
A total of 168 matters were
handled by the Commission in the
two-year period from July 1, 1961,
I
e
MISS LOIS COMBS
Christmas seals decorate the
wreath being hung on the man-
telpiece at the Governor's resi-
dence by Miss Lois Combs, daugh-
ter of Governor and Mrs. Bert
Combs. Miss Combs points out
that the seals not only make an
attractive decoration for wreaths,
cards and packages, but they also
help fight tuberculosis and other
respiratory diseases.
PARK TERRACE GIFT SHOP
SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE
Largest and most Complete Selections of gifts in West Ten-
nessee & Kentucky for Christmas, Wedding, Birthday &
Bridge Prizes.
We specialize in Pakula, Whiting & Davis Jewelry, Flower arrange-
ments, Brass, Cut Crystal, Lamps, Candles, of all kinds, Molec
Wood, L. G. Wright, Glass, tivets, Westmoreland Milk Glass, Pic-
tures, Plaques, Corning ware, Ceramics, Pottery, Toys, over 100 dif-
ferent collections of dolls, Barbie, Tresie dolls and a beautiful ward-
robe, locally handmade clothes.
In Our Shop there are over 65 companies represeited plus
many handmade articles by local people.
For an evening of entertainment, dine at the Park Terrace
Restaurant and browse around in our gift Shop.
Plan To Book your Xmas parties early before all of the good dates
are filled! Phone 611, 45-E Hwy. South Fulton, Tennessee.
through June 30, 1963. Five of
these were pending July 1, 1963.
These include such items as dis-
continuance of trains, offices, sta-
tions and certain services; various
complaints and applications; and
changes in rates.
The Commission reported it had
spent 8 per cent kiss for personal
services and 15 per cent less in
operating expenses during the
last biennium. Accidents totaled 71
during the period, 29 of these re-
sulting in injuries to trespassers,
six in injuries to employees, and
36 of these mishaps occurring at
rail crossings.
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RUPTURE
The New Sensational Invergon
Sutherland's ~MD" Truss
No Odors
City Drug Co.. Fulton
No Belts — No Araps —
Mail Early. . . Help Santa ,
Shop Local Stores FIRST
The Fulton News, Thursday, Dec. 12, 1963;
24 and 26-inch BICYCLES
Famous AMF Roadmaster Skyrider at a budget price! Check these quality Features
against more •epensivie bikes: safety-styled frame; coaster brake; rear luggage
carrier; spring saddle; chromed headlight, handlebar and rims; safety chain guard;
1.75 middleweight tires, streamlined tank; finger molded white handlebar grips.
Choice of boys' or girls model in either 24" or 26". Sparkling Red with White
trim for boys, Brilliant metallic Blue with White trim for girls. A real buy!
SPEED KING
ROLLER SKATES
$3.95
Fastest skate made! Shaped to shoe
to* plate. Unbreakable 1-pc. back,
heel plates, ball bearing wheels. Ad-
justs from 63/4-111/4". Ankle pads.
Combined buying pow,/ a, over 400
VAS Stores make these values possible.
V & S FLYER WAGON
8.88
Made by Radio of long-lasting
steel with bright R•d finish.
Scoots along on 10" wheels that
never need oiling. For ages 1
and up. 36x18".
Special VELOCIPEDE
10" Size $7.77
Ni
•
• •
Perfect starter! Puncture proof
tire, ball bearing front wheel for
easy handling. Seat adjusts as
toddler grows.
12" $8.88 16"• $10.99
3 9 95
'7••
•Irr•
FULTON HARDWARE FURNITURE CO.
LAKE STREET PHONE 1
GENERAt
1 •
41Lt
, I
,1 I
23" G-E
CONSOLETTE
Tv
Plus . . .
Front controls for picture
and sound • Slim silhou-
ette styling • New G-E
"Sealed Beam" picture
tube • Rich, clear sound
with a front-mounted 4"
Dynapower speaker,
$199.95
With Trade
$9.50 Month
ogiamommananomagiamehatiatiaminagiatimagiera
"i'•
ELECTRIC
•r1
FAMOUS G-E
"DAYLIGHT BLUE"
00 11-inch
personal
portable TV
• "Daylight Blue" Picture
• Compact, modern port-
able styling with a revolu-
tionary unitized chassis for
easy serviceability • Built-
in telescoping monopole
antenna • Rich, clear
sound with a front-mounted
6" x Dynapovrer speaker.
NOW ONLY
$10.00 DOWN
$7.50 Month
M-720
22.* dia. tube
282 sq. in. picture
America's own
lightweight
big-screen 
portable!
M ijyylia.
.121/ LBS. 60 eq. incises
LIGHT Pki" 
-1*
TELEVISION OR STEREO
,s•
NOW, HEAR THIS
EULL, RICH, SOYND
Mtr.r.k
RC-3100
MAHOGANY
Alpo available in Maple fu_NI
Walnut, FM-AM TUNER
OPTIONAL
V
•• s',,s
\*
„,
1:•e s
e•,•.4
from th•
WESTPORT I
STEREO
CONSOLE
Plus...
True high-fidelity 1 Multi-
speaker system • 4-speed
automatic record changer
• ceramic stereo •caps
with cliamond stylus.
Ale 
$10.00 DOWN
$8.50 Month
ENJOY THE
WONDERFUL WORLD OF COLOR!
YOU CAN OWN GENERAL ELECTRIC
COLOR TV
FOR ONLY $15.87 PER MONTH
11444.4,..44t 1•4 414.
($499.95 AFTER TRADE - IN)
Fulton Hardware & Furniture Co.
1
208 LAKE STREET PHONE 1
